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CHAPTER I

• r

INTRODUCTION
The Purpose of the Study
ttAs American education is organized the larger
social group has delegated the responsibility for
religious education to the church, which is a specialized
institution for the interpretation and promotion of religion. v .As one among its numerous and complex functions
the church has placed the responsibility for religious
education upon a group of educational agencies both
instructional and expressional,

The educational

agencies of the church are therefore directly responsible
to it for their efficiency, and the church is directly
responsible to society for the functions which such
agencies perform in our complex modern l~fe." 1

In the adult world the question . has been frequently
raised whether the church schools have been contributing
to the standards of the late adol~scent and of the adult
and whether they are affording a vocabulary of religio-u s
experience. ,. . ,
In an effort to approach this question as applied to

1 William Clayton Bower, I survey of Religious
Education in the _L ocal Church, pp 64-65. Chicago,
Ill.: The University of Chicago Press, 1919.

1

2

the child of today but the adult of tomorrow, the writer
has made a survey of the schools of nine churches of
Wichita to observe the method of procedure in religious
education.

The institutions included in this study are

the agencies for reli-g~ous education in the local churches,
and in particular the Sunday chu~ch school, _weekday church
school and vacation church school, as they are designated.
Educationalists of the highest rank have become interested in the introduction of the educational ideal into
religion as well as in the introduction of the religious
ideal into education.~ ·
·
It appears that nothing is more fundamental in an
educational system than its adaption to the needs of the
local community; and that the sohool should fit the
coming citizens to the environme~t in which they will
live their lives and do their work.

J The object of this survey is not in any way to discredit a system or an institution.

It is quite as intent ·

upon discovering the strong and co:tnmendable features of
,..
a situation as it is upon finding the weak .and faulty
features.

~ The consideration of the facilities accorded

to the elementary child is centered .upon the expressional
opportunities which such a child finds at hand or within
reach.

2 Willi8.D1 Clayton Bower, Op. cit., :p. 5

CHAPTER II
N~ture of the Study
This survey was made with definite objectives.

It

was not undertaken with the aim of proving any theories
or preconceived ideas of religious education of childhood.
The objectives were as follows:
1.

.

To determine by means of a survey of a limited

number of chureh ·schools, the present facilities offered
to the child of elementary school age.

It is believed

the schools visited are typical.
2.

To observe the manner in which the religious

educational program is being presented, and the immediate
reaction thereto of the classes vieited.
3.

To offer certain construc~ive suggestions in the

interest of the religious education movement.
Only a selected number ·of schools were 1.ncluded: in
the survey.

The study was based

cooperative schools.

on

individual and

The group of non-parochial .schools

visited was those whose educational plan includes and
supports the Sunday church school, the weekday church
school and the ·vaoation church school.

This group con-

tained nine organized church schools. ·
The location of these church schools was such that

3

4

one could safely say that they afforded a true sampling .
of the population areas.

In the group were "down town"

churches, "business al;'"ea" churches, and "residential
district" churches.
A city the size of Wichita is not so large and the

distances are not so great but tbat an individual can
easily attend any church service which he may desire.
While there are "down town" churches which draw a large
number from the district in which they are located, in
all cases a large percentage of their active membership
come from a distance.
The "residential district" churches in the residential

area representing both the industrial and professional
groupings, are located in different parts of the city.
Like -other cities, Wichita has its business, industrial
and residential zones.

It has districts in the residen-

tial ~ones bearing sueh labels- as ".Hill", "West Side",
"South End" and · "North Endn.

The pop"QJ.ation slightly

• differs in composition from section to section • .

The

character of the social data may be noted from the .
following examples.
Type 1.

A church with a small membership whose

homes are near the church.

Its leaders and

workers are of exceptional intellectual ability,
but they draw as pupils in their Sunday and
weekday church schoo:S children from an adjoining
industrial neighborhood.

5

Type 2.

A. church with a large membership- from

the surround!ng territory and whose members
are truly a cross section of the population of
the city.
Type 3.

A church ·w ith a small membership

ministering to a section that -has a great
number of rep_resentative families but whose
church schools have many children from tenant
families that are frequently "moving about".
·Type 4.

A negro church, having an average

membership which represents the cross section
of the negro race.
Type 5.

A downtown church having a large

membership composed of representative families
from all sections of the city and whose church
schools minister to a great .number of children
from the downtown district.

The remaining four schools would fall in the above
range of examples.
Observations were made by the writer of the three
types of ~hurch schools in each of the nine schools.
Statistical reports and compilations concerning the
weekday and vacation church schools were obtained through
the courtesy of the Wichita Council of Churches.

Two

questionnaires were used to gain information concerning
the Sunday church school.

One was prepared for the

Sunday church school teachers and the other ·r or the

6

pastors, superint.endents and religious directors of
the churches.

....

• I

CHAPTER III
Definition of the Terms Religious Education and Church School
It is sometimes thought that the natural activities
in which children engage are unsuitable to be carried
on in a church; foreign to the spirit of reverence, and
have little to do with religion as it is generally
conceived.

Everything depends here on our conception

of religion.
I.

Definitfons of Reltg1ous Education by leading

educators in the field of Religious Education.

(1) Religious education is the growth of the
young toward and into mature and efficient devotion to
the Democracy of God, and happy self-realization therein. 1
(2) Religion is sharing with some worshipping
group the experience of that divine purpose of righteous~
ness and love which gives meaning to life viewed as a
whole, and a consequent experience of gr·owing competence
to meet +ife as a total situation.
Religious education
is the directed process of helping growing persons progressively to achieve the experience defined above · as
religious.2
(3) Religious education seeks to develop in men
the purposes and abilities of the Christian social
order.
It seeks a growing understanding of the will
of infinite love and wisdom.
The means or method is
1 Coe, Dr. George A., A Social Theorf of Religious
Education, P~ 55. New York: Charles Ser oner's -Sons,
1923.
2 Soares, Theodore Gerald, Religious Education,
Introduction, p. 16. Chicago, Illinois: The University
of Chicago Press, 1928.

?
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that of so dealing with the experiences, the motives,
wills and powers of persons that they not only ardently
will this s.ocial order but they become aoti ve cooperators
in enabling all to · win and to realize it. · This is the
educational method applied to the Kingdom of God.3
(4} Religious education as carried on in the church
is a specialized form of general education.
Religious education seeks to complete the
educative process beginning where secular education ends.
It is designated, not to displace, but to supplement
secular education.
It seeks to secure a religious adjust
ment of the child to his whole environment, including God.
It seeks to transmit to him the religious inheritance of
the race as ireserved in its sacred institutions and
literatures.

The following is the meaning of Christian religious
education as gi ve·n by the International Council of
Religious Education:
( 5) a.The term "Christian religious education" :refers
to both a content and a method.
The content is the whole
Christian message and program in its relation to the·
individual and group life~
The method is that of working
through the orderly processes of growth by which individua
are constantly in process of becoming.

b. Growth in character and personality takes
place through experience in living; therefore Christian
religious education is the process of helping the
individual to understand the problems, situations, and
relationships of every day life i'roin the Christian standpoint; to find these experiences richer, and more satisfying bec·a use of this understand; to face them on the ·
basis of Christian motives and ideals; and to _g overn his
attitudes and conduct accordingly so that Christian living
will be the result.
c. The church's program of religious education
consists of the means through which the experiences of
the members of its constituency may be brought under the
influences of this enrichment, interpretation and control
which are available through the Christian ideal and
teaohing.5

3 Cope, Re·v. ienry Frederick, D. D. , Organizing the
Church School, pp 18-19. George H. Doran Company, New
York, 1923.
4 Bower, Clayton William, op.cit., pp 63-64
5 -T he Educational Work of the Church. • 3. Unpublished manuscript The International Council of Religious
Education, 5 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
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II.

In~erpretation of the Term Church School .
The International Council of Religious Education

has been studying the educational work of the church and
has formulated the Internat~onal Standards in Religious
Education. (l)

From this manuscript ~re taken the-explana-

tion of the terms church school and weekday church school .
The term "church school" is used to designate
that organization through which the entire educational
program of the church is administered .
The church school
may carry out its complete program through various units
of organization, such as the Sunday church school, weekday church school, vacation church school, missionary
societies, young peoplet and other societies and clubs .
In a church school. which has a thoroughly integrated program., these units of organization will provide a cumulative
experience wh~ch preserves an essential unity in the life
of the pupil.·
This survey will cover that part of the church
school which is designated as the Sunday church school,
weekday church school. and vacation church school.
As a basis upon which to further develop the
religious education facilities,· a dafferentiation of
"church school" according to its government or control
is stated .

These two divisions are parochial and non-

parochial .
(1)

A parochial school may be subdivided into two

types of schools;
5-- The International Counrcil of Religious Education,
op. cit. , p . 4.
·

(1) This manuscript is being compiled for the council
by Paul H. Vieth, Superintendent of Educational Administration and Director of Research and will be off the press
in the iijllllediate future.
·
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a.

A school that is supported by funds accruing

from the chureh or from gifts of interested individuals.
b.

A school supported by funds contributed from

the parish for the support of a parish school thus the term

...

parochial.

The parochial schools teach everything that is taught
in the public schoo+s, and in addition teach religion and
religious morality.
(2}

A nonparochial school is one that is supported

by a group of interested individuals or a community

through a tax levy.

The plan of organization· and support of religious
education is shown in the following chart.

7

Catholic Encyclopedia.

Vol. X!!~, p. 561.

I
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Figure 1. --Organization and Support of Religious Education.
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CHAPTER IV
The Religious Education Facilities Offered
to the Child of Elementary School Age in
the Parochial Schools of Wichi t 'a .
The parochial schools in Wichita are maintained by
four religious organizations.

The Catholic, Lutheran,

Jewish and Seventh Day Adventist groups are interested in
teaching religion in an age that questions everything and
to apply the religious ideals ta the everyday living of
the child.

These ·s chools are teaching "everything that

is required of the public school and in addition teach
religion and religious morality",

1

Since the organi.zation and administration of the
parochial schools are widely different, each religious
denomination will be given separate consideration.
A.

Catholic Elementary Parochial Schools.
I.

Organization and Administration of the

Catholic Elementary Parochial Schools.
The Catholic parochial school system is diocesan in
its organization.

The supreme educational authority is

the bishop, who governs and administers the schools of his
-

diocese through his assist~nts.

The education is d·irectly

1 The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. XIII, IX. Parochial
Schools and Public Schools>. p. 561.
12
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under the supervision of the "Diocesan Superintendent of
Schools".
The immediate .authority is vested in the pastor, whose .
task it is to provide buildings, salaries, etc.

The

principal of the school and teachers are appointed usually
by the religious community to which he . or she belongs.
There are six Catholic churches which have elementary
parochial schools.

They are so located that before the .

children enter their school, they may go to the church to
attend Holy Mass, which is held from 8:30 to 9:00 a.m.
About one half of the children enrolled attend this Ma~s.
The object of the morning service is to .instruct the
children in devout and intelligent observance of the ritual
in conducting religious services • . The boys learn .to serve,
and the girls sing in the choir.

The children become

familiar with and learn the hymns, official lit~rgical
songs, service hymns, Latin chant and seYe~al prayers which
help to make up the service.
The daily schedule for the school provides a thirty
minute period for formal religious instruction.

The five

thirty minute periods a week are scheduled to cover the
following subjects:

Church Doctrine (which consists of

Doctrines, Belief and Moral Training), Bible History,
Study of Pr.a yers, 0;nd Study of Liturgy of the Church.
While visiting one of the schools, a ~hird grade was
observed in a cathechetica.l lesson.

The manner in which

the lesson w~s conducted, even though it was repetition

14

and memory work, was so interesting that a very large
percent of the .children were giving their undivided a ttention.

The lesson in Catechism was carefully explained,

illustrated by stories and helpful suggestions given by
the teacher and each part was tapplied directly to the life
interests of the children.

The Sister~s ·winning personalit:~

and ready assistance won for her the fine spirit of her
pupils.

This was shown by their eagerness to recite the

catechism and give examples of application of the parts
learned.
Not always is attention possible owing to physical
equipment.

This was found in a Bible History Class of

thirty-six children, where a review of stories was being
given.

The teacher and pupils ~ere at a disadvantage.

The attitude of the pupils toward their class work showed
indifference.

The class room was separated by folding

doors from the main auditorium in whieh a high school class
assembly was being held.

As the assembly progressed, the

.interest of the children in the Bible stories was diverted
and transferred to ~he assembly or to their neighbors.

It

would hardly be fair to comment on the lesson because of
the fact that the children could not hear what was being
said by their fellow classmates.

The goodnatured teacher,

that could smile and make the most of a bad situation, and
whose personality radiated happiness, saved the Bible story
period.

15

II.

Objectives of Catholic Religious Education •

. Since we consider ·that every thought and deed of man,
in fact, his whole life with its entire activity, should
be devoted to ·the service of God ~nd consecrated to His
greater · honor and glory, we therefore look upon every phase
of education as being in a sense religious.
The entire
training of. the child should. be of such a nature that he
constantly keeps in mind his duty to model his life according to the teachings and example of Our .Lord, Jesus Christ,
in order to attain in this life as close a union with
Almighty God as possible, and to prepare for that most
intimate and eternal union with God in the after life.
Reading, writing, and arithmetic, geography, history
and hygiene, fine arts, industrial arts, and ~omestic
science, in fact every phase of the child's education,
should be made in spirit and in atmosphere truly religious.
Furthermore, true religious education according to the
Catholic viewpoint should be the training of the -entire
man; that is, leading the mind to know God, the heart to
love God, and to direct man's every action to his beginning
and his last end, Almighty God.
We would say, then, that religious education is leading
a child to a knowledge of Go.d and of the entire universe as
created by Almighty God, bringing his heart to embrace God
in the bonds of a deep and genuine love for His own sake,
and all created nature in the bonds of Christian charity
for the sake of God, and training the will to direct man's
every thought and action t o his source and destiny,
lmighty God.
We consider Christ
the Son of God, the Redeemer
of the human race, the Teacher of - divine truth, the Example
of the highest type of living, the Model of human perfection
and present Christ to the child in .this light.
We look
upon the Catholic Church as the only Church established by
Christ, as the infallible teacher of faith -and morals, as
the institution which carries on His mission to teach
divine truth, to rule in things which concern eternal salvation, and to sanctify in the name of Christ Himself.
We
present the Catholic Church to the child_in this· light.
To make the child a true member of the Church and an ardent
follower of Christ is ur immediate aim; our ultimate aim,
to lead him by knowledge, love, and servic~ of God to his
eternal destiny, unio~ with God in heaven.

2 McNeill, Reverend Leon •
of Schools of the ichita Diocese.

Diocesan Superintendent
Statement, March 26,193.
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Without religion no true education is possible.
All educational activities center in the life interests
of the individual.
But no life interest is more vital
than the soul's direct .relationship to God.
To recognize
this relationship, to animate and .conduct are the aims-the inspiring aims--of true education.
To their achievement Catholic education stands consecrated. 3
The objectives of the religious education of the
Catholic church are clearly stated by two who are interested
in secular and religious instruction.

It is shown that all

school work is closely connected with religion.
lesson, whether it is reading or civics,

In any

henever the

occasion arises that the subject matter can be related to
religion, it is done~

Social obligation and respect for

las are taught as the laws of God and in keeping these
one is honoring and glorifying Almighty God, not man.
Even tho the Catholic parochial schools have a very
fine system of religious education and their objectives
of religion are clearly brought out in their daily teaching,
the results obtained are not wholly satisfactory.

catholic

educators have sensed the difficulty and are striving to
overcome these defects.

They are requiring higher qualifi-

cations for teachers and are rewriting their Bible stories,
and the traditional answers of the formal catechism, in a
language so carefully chosen and simply stated that children
can read and comprehend it.
Father Lambing says, ~he better we understand our
religion, the more intelligently and fruitfully we can
practice it; yet it is a fact, of which we have no reason
3 Lavise, Sister Anna. Bible and Church Historf, p.4
Schwartz, Kirwin and Fause, 53 Park Place, New York,928.

l?

to be proud, that Catholics generally know far too little
about their religion.
Account for it as ·we may, the fact
cannot be denied that even educated and well-read Catholics
very often know far less of the doctrines and practices of
the Church, than they do of almost any other branch of ·
knowledge; and the information they possess is commonly of
the general and indefinite character and not of that precise nature which the clearly-defined teaching of the
Church would enable them to acquire and which is rendered
necessary oi account of the circumstanc~s -in which most
are placed.
Father .Durant say~: This volume, it is hoped, will
be the handbook for all of those who love to inform themselves upon those ceremonies of wh;ch they are too often
blind and unappreciative spectors.
In "Religion Hour, Book I", Bev. Hannon in his preface
says that it is a fact that most people remember a fairy
story better than they remember a religion lesson.
The
religion lessons that are vivid in memory are the Biblical
stories, of the sacrifice of Isaac, the Flood, the Tower
of Babel, and Christ stilling the storm.
The writer is in a position to know that scarcely one
practical Catholic man in fifty can give the Catechism
definition gr the Church, of the Mass, if any one of the
Sacraments.
Rev. Hannon calls his series on the titl

page,

Story Lessons in Conduct and Religion, Based on ttTeacher
tells a Story".

With the aid of the Thorndike and Ayres

word lists they have been simplified to a point where a
child may enjoy them.
Teachers should remember that they are teaching
religion and inducing to religious practice and not merely
leading children in memorizing answers which perhaps they
4 Lambing, Rev. A.A.,L.L.D. ~he Sacramentals of the
Holy Catholic Church, p. 6. Benziger Brothers, Chicago, 1892
5 Durand, Father. Catholic Ceremonies and Explanation
of thi Eccleastical Year, p. 4. Benziger Brothers, Chicago,
1896.

6 Hannan, Jerome D.,D.D. Religion Hour Book I~ II.
Benzi~er Brothers, Chicago, 1925.
.
These books were used in the Religious Vacation
School of the Holy Catholic Church Diocese of Wichita for
1929.
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do not even understand.
****Try to create and to
stimulate interest and ~etivity to create discussion and to
call forth questio_n on the part of the children. 7
The Catholic parochial schools have found that religiou
instruction must be in language ·suitable for a child to
understand and they are publishing suitable books, which
are beautifully illustrated, for their children to read.
Simplified language, beautiful illustrations .and interesting stories are not the only essentials for a well
grounded religion.

The child must have an understanding

teacher to present and explain to him sometimes, no matter
how simple the story. · "Results show that the personality
of the teaeher is the most effecti.v e means of guiding immature minds and hearts to a knowledge and love of God."8
III.

Enrollment in the Elementary Grades of the

Catholic Parochial Schools.
TABLE I.

Statistics Regarding Enrollment o.f Six catholic Elementary Schools.
Grade
i3oys

~Iris

Total

First

Second

Third

94
99
193

56

68
75
143

65
121

Fourth
69
71
140

Fifth

Sixth

Total

60

4Il

40

404
815

64
54

118

100

There are two "Private S~hools" maintained by the
Catholics located in Wichita.

Fifty girls of the elementary

school age are enrolleq in these schools.

Some of these

students are from out of the city.

a Lavise, Sister Anna. Bible and Church Histort,
Preface, p. 4. Preface by, Reverend Richard J. ~uinl n.
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The children enrolled in the elementary grades of the
parochial school do not represent all the Catholic children
of that age, living in Wichita.

The Diocesan Superintenden~

of Schools estimated that from three hundred to five hundred Catholic children attended· the public _schools.

Many.

of these do not receive any religious instruction.
The reasons for their being in the public schools
were attributed mainly to the several causes here listed:
(a)

Not adequate facilities to care for all children

in the parochial schools. ·
(b)

Distances between homes and school are too great

for children to attend, especially. the younger children,
(c)

Many children, while they are called Catholic,

are of fami.l ies where only one parent is Catholic and these
children quite often are sent to public . school.
Saturday morning classes 0f religious instruction are
held for children belonging to the parish, but not attending
the parochial schools.

Included in these classes are

children living outside of the city whose parents are members
of the parish.
There .is no Sunday church school maintained by the
Catholic churches here, but a series of religious services
are regularly conducted on Sunday.
The Religious Vacation Church School of The Holy
Catholic Church, Diocese of Wichita, is a temporary sub~
sti tute for the parochial school and was not held in. any
community or parish that had a parochial school.

As the

parishes of Wichita maintain their own schools during the
school year, ther~ were no religious vacation church schools
in the City of Wichita.

B.

The Orthodox ~ewish Elementary. Parochial School.

I.

The Weekday Church School of the Hebrew

Congregation.
The Jewish church school is supported by the members
of the Jewish synagogue.
Rabbi.

The educational authority is the

The religious education is directly under his

supervision and all the weekday church school classes are
taught by him.
The hours of the school are from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m.
daily, with the exception of Saturday, and the school is in
session for eleven months of the year.

The work is so

planned that each child has one hour of religious education
a day • . The work is graded and the.children report for
lessons at a stated hour.
There are twenty-four boys and girls, whose ages range
from seven to fifteen years, enrolled. in the school.

In

all cases their parents are members of the congregation.
The membership is forty.
The course of study for religious education consists
of instruction in:
(a)

Bible
(1)

Translation of the original into English.

I,
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(b)

Bible History.
(1 J
.. (2)

{c)
{d)

(e)

Given in English language
Given in Hebrew language for those who
understand the language
jewish Customs and Manners .
Ethics.
(1) Proverbs. ·:
(2) Bible selections.
(3) Mishnah (Later translation~.
Modern Hebrew Langu~ge.
II.

Housing Facilities of the Weekday Church

School.
The Jewish Synagogue is a very old building.

The

basement room in which the school is held is very unsatisfactory for a school room.

The lighting and ventilation

was quite bad and the physical -equipment is very inferior
to the public schools where the children are attending for
their secular education.
The physical equipment is quite old and inadequate,
but during the periods visited, the chil~ren were found to
be busily engaged in their lessons.

The small numbers in

the class gave the teacher time for individual work with
each pupil.
The congregation is building a new synagogue and their
religious education department will be housed in standard
rooms with modern equipment.
III.

The Sunday Church School of the Hebrew

Congregation:.
The Sunday church school meets from 10:00 to 12:00 a.m.
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There are forty-two children, whose ages range. from five
to sixteen- years, _enrolled in the school.

These are

divided into f'our mixed classes and the Rabbi is assisted
by three young women teachers.
There are children attending the Sunday church school
whose parents are not members of the congregation.
children are not members of the church.

The

To be a member

you must pay . dues and the children are not members until
they can meet this requirement.
The ]Esson c·o ntent for Sunday consists of ;Tewish History,
Bible, and Religious Customs and 118.nners.

C.

The Elementary Parochial School of the Lutheran

Church, Missouri Synod.
I.

The Organization, : Administration and Enroll-

ment of the Church School.
The Lutheran Parochial School is maintained by the
members of the Wichita Lutheran Church Missour.i Synod,
assisted by the Kansas Lutheran Missionary Fund.

The

school is better known over the Synod as the "Christian Day
School".
,. ,
supervisor.

The p ~tor of the church is the educational
He _is assisted by the principal of' the school

who assumes direct administration of the school.
The school is in session five days a week f'or nine
months of the year.

Of the forty-two children enrolled in

the elementary grades, twenty-nine belong to .· Lutheran
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families, and thirteen to 1~0-n-Lutheran families.
II.

The Objectiires of the Lutheran Parochial

School. ··
The objectives of the Lutheran parochial school are:
(1)

Missionary ( ::L)

(2)

To furnish the children of their own parish
i

with a Christian education ..
The school has been e::itablished for six years and has
had an increase in attendance each term, but the educational
directors are quite desiroJs of more Lutheran children takin€
advap.tage of the opportunit;y offered them in Christian
Education.
The daily religious e~ucation period is forty-five
minutes in length.

The program for the week includes two

lessons in Catechism, one +esson · in Bible reading, and three
lessons consisting of the study of Bible Stories.
The points o~ greatest strength concerning the religious education lie in the :fact that religious education is
on a par with secular educ~tion and the teachers have had
professional training which fitted them for religious and
secular instruction.
The general and physi9al school conditions are not
perfect, but the conduct of the pupils was not effected by
these conditions.

The ch~ldren, unmindful of the heat and

poor ventilation of the room, were alert and responsive.
(1)
The Kansas Missionary Lutheran Fund pays the salar]
of the nrincinal.
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In a eatachetical lesson, the interest and attention was
very notic.eable.
to repeat

It was never necessary for the teacher

a question and the answers were in nearly every

instance satisfactory.

There was a spirit of loyalty

a~d cooperation on the ·part of the greater ma~ority of
pupils enrolled in the class.

D.

The Seventh Day Adventist Elementary Parochial

School.
I.

Organization, Administration and Enrollment

of the Adventist School.
The Seventh Day Adventist School is maintained by the
Adventist congregation of Wichita.

The national head-

quarters of the Adventist churches is in Wash~ngton, D.C.
Each state has an educationai superintendent who visits and
supervises the schools of the various state conferences.
The pastor of the local congregation is president of the
board of education, which is made up of members of the
Adventist Church.

The pastor, acting for the board, employ:1

the principal and teachers.
The school is supported by funds received from:
(a)

Tuition •
. The amount per -month, per child, varies

with the grade in which the work is being taken.
(b)

Funds.
(1) By an appropriation for educational

purposes from the general budget of the church.
{2)

By individual gifts from people
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interested in Christian eduaation.
The school is in session for five days a week, during
nine months of the year.
grades is fifty-six.

The enrollment for the .elementary

Only three of the children attending

come from non-Adventist· f6lllilies.

The area from which

the children come represents all ·sections of the city, but
a large n~ber of the children live in walking distance of

the school.

II.

Objectives of the Adventist School.

The objectives of the school are
(a)

To furnish the children of the Adventist

Congregation a Christian education~
(b)

To acquaint the children with the leaders,

customs and principles of the church.
These objectives are clearly emphasized in their
The course is

cours.e of study in religious education.

planned for all the Adventist schools in the United States.
The State superintendent of religious instruction modifies
the course when necessary to fit certain schools in his
area.
The period of time denoted to the lessons in religious
education varies from twenty-five to forty-five minutes
The subjects

per day, according to the grade taught.
which comprise their course consist of:
(a)

Bible Stories (Three days a week)
Nature (One day a week)
(c) Devotional Program (One day a week)
(d) ?l~ID;O~Y,, wq~k (B,i bl,e ,~~~~e~ iA ~onnection
with Bible Storie~.{
,~ ~~ ,V,'e;r,y;
, ~J/fp;tie; r~eqniredl ~ ',,
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
j
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Each grade has its text-b ook, which is supplemented by
a work book.

The texts are so planned that the children

have a. progressive series of lessons in each grade.

Only

in drill and review are the previously studied lessons
By this arrangement, the children have covered

a large portion of the Bible and have learned to make application of it in their daily living.

CHAPTER V
Religious Educa ti·d n Facilities Offered
to the Child of Elementary School Age
in the Nonparochial Schools -of Wichita .
nGrowth in character and personality takes place
through experience in living; therefore, Christian religious education is the process of helping the individual
to understand th~ problems, situations, and relationships
of every day life from the Christian standpoint; to find
these experiences richer and more satisfying because of
this understanding; to face them on the basis of Christian
motives and ideals; and to govern his attitudes and conduct accordingly so that Christian living will be the
result .
The church's program of religio~s education consists
of the means through which the experiences of the members
of its constituency may be brought under the influence of
this enrichment, interpretation and control which are
.available through the Christian ideal and teaching." 1
Some of the religiou~ ·organizations, to bring more of
the children under the influence of this enrichment, interpretation and control of Christian ideals, have planned
their religious education program to include three church
1 The International Council of Religious Education.
The Educational Work of the Church, p. 3 . Unpublished
Manuscript.
·
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schools; the Sunday church s . chool, the weekday . church
school, and the V8:cation church school.
Material is here presented to make explicit and to
discuss in some detail the development, organization, objectives and findings concerning these three schools which
will be dealt with separately.

This· chapter takes up the

discussion concerning the Sunday church school.
The Sunday Church School.
In its earliest development, the primary motive in
the work of the Sunday school was philanthropic, with the
emphasis in America upon the religious aspects of its work.!:
The complete separation of church and state has resulted in a separation of religion and education so far as
public education. is goncerned.
We now have a non religious
system of education.
The term "Sunday church school 0 is used to designate
the organization which commonly meets on Sunday morning for
worship and study,

or what is more generally known as the

Sunday school.
The early Sunday schools were devoted mainly to the
study of scriptural passages and of the liturgy.

The

formal catechism was too dry and lifeless, too much a
collection of words and frequently it repelled the learner
and turned him against the church.

"Neither children . nor

the problems of character formation, were before the eyes of
the creed makers.
2
3

p. 5.

The worship, the government, and the

Bower, William Clayton, Ibid. p. 12.
Stout, JOhn E.
Week-Day Religious Instruction,
Occasional Papers, Nwnber Three.
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activitie

and methods of the churches were

hosen and fixed

without reference to the needs of growing children and
young people.n 4
our· present day objectives for and conceptions of
Sunday church schools present a decide~ly different picture.
The work of teaching now becomes more · largely that of
awakenfng the powers of the learner and stimulating them
into action.

"In a good school, every pupil learns each

successive day a little bit more to st nd alon, t

'carry

on', without .oversight and direction, to control his own
interests and desires and direct his own conduct toward
worthy ends."5
I.

The Objectives of the Sunday Church School.

The primary concern of the church is with persons.
It purposes to achieve a better society as well as to improve the l _ife of individuals and have a continuous development of Christ-like character.
The primary objectives of the Sunday church school,
· the

eek day church school and the vacation church school

are embodied in the objectives of religious education.
The final test of the school of religious education
is the extent to which it leads pupils in learning to live
the Christian life.
This life-centered objective should
be kept constantly in mind in evaluating the work of the
school.
The objectives of religious ducation are:
4 Coe, George A~ What Is Christian Education, p. 46.
'Charles Scribners' Sons, Ne r York, 1929.
. .
5 Bagley, William C. What Is a Good School, The
Kansas Teacher, p. 13, Feb. 1930.
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1 . To lead the pupil into a personal relationship
with God .
2 . To · give the pupil an understanding and appreciation
of the life and teachings of jesus, lead him to accept
Christ as ~aviour, ·Friend, Companion, and Lord and lead him
into loyalty to Christ and his cause .
3 . To lead to a progressive and continuous development
of Christ-like character .•
4 . To lead into enthusiastic and intelligent participation in the building of a Christian community and world .
5. To develop the ability and ·desire to participate
in the life and work of the church .
6 . To give a Christian interpretation o.f life and of
the universe.
?. To give a knowledge, understanding and love of the
Bible, and an intelligent appreciation of other records of
Christian experience .

II .

Organization and Administration of the
Sunday church school .
·

E·d uca tion is a social experience and persons learn
together in social groups .
must be organization .

To further this learning . there

The particular kind of organization

in any community will depend in a large measure upon the
local conditions .

The· organization has th

management of

the facilities of the institution .
The organization and administrat.ion of a local church
program of religious education should be in the hands of
a responsible body representing the ent.ire church.

Terms

used to designate the body are: Church Board, Educational
Committee, or Council of Religious Education.
sentative body varies in members.

This repre-

The function of the

board is the organization, administration and supervision
of the

ntire educa~ anal program of the church, through

6 International Council of Religious Education.
Standard B for the Sunday Church School, pamphlet, p. 5.
5 South {abash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 1929.
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properly appointed leaders trained for the work .
The Minister is the one person who stands to all as a
representative of the whole religious society and therefore
As a leader in educatio~

he is leader of the entire church .

his duties are to inform· his whole congregation of their
responsibility in religious educatio;n ; -to pro'perly evaluate
the work carried on; to know the working personnel of the
church in this field and commit details to those to whom
they .are entrusted .
Working directly under the mini ster is the Director of
Religious Education.

His relations to the church are very

much the same as the pastor .

Usually he is responsible

also to the board or committee of religious education .

He

is to the religious education of the church the general
superintendent and will h~ve general oversight with principals, leaders of worship and activities , teachers and other
officers under him.

He will be exofficio a member of all

committees that h~ve to do with the schools or with any
.aspects of educational work or of work with the young .
The executive officer of the Sunday church school is
the Superintendent .
Religious Education .

He is usually elected· by the Board of
Several schools in Wichita have

directors of religious education.

In some schools the

director also acts as superintendent.

The duties of the

superintendent are· to directly administer, and organize
the complex machinery of the school.

His duties are so

numerous and varied that to really give them the thoughtful
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consideration and great amount of time necessary for a well
organized religious · program in the Sunday church school
· is hardly possible.

In nearly all cases the superintendent

is a layman, who must consider his "living" and · very often
support a family, and it is quite difficult to devote the
time which a well organized school requires of their superintendent .

In some organizations are found an assistant,

who helps in the executive work of the school .
The Sunday church school is organized into several
departments .

The departments that correspon~ to the first

six grades of the -public school are the Primary and Junior
Departments .

Heading each department is a superintendent

or principal whose duties are the §dministration of his
department and supervision of his teachers.
The Director of Religious Education of the Council of
Churches is willing and ready at all times to advise with
the local churches concerning their problems in religious
education.

The Sunday Schoo1 ·comm1ttee of the Educational

Department of the Council calls meetings which are attended
by the Sunday church school superintendents and workers .
The great number of children that are attending the
Sunday church school at the same hour and the few willing
and fully qualified leaders are a ttcrying" problem which is
felt in the church~s.

Ministers and religious directors

are fully aware of this condition and are striving to meet
the situation.
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Teachers ·. and Supervision of Instruction in
Sunday Church Schools .

III.

In this topic the subjects of discussion are teachers
and supervision.

The major part of the section will be
•

I

devoted to the discussion of teachers • .
The following -information was sought concerning the
Sunday church school teachers of the nine churches surveyed :
Questionnaire .
Male

------ Female ----------

1.

Sex

2.

Age (Please check in the space following the group
in which .your age falls.)
Below 18
18 to 21
21 to 25
26 to 30
31 to 35 -----36 to 40
Over 60
40 to 50
50 to 60

3.

Occupation
--=--~-~--~~----=.-----r---...---~-I f teacher
is in the public schools, state grade
taught--~~----------

4.

Academic preparation
(1) Public School
High School Yes .
No. ____
(2) College or University Yes
No
(3) Graduate of University or college Y-e-s--No
(4) Degree
---(5) If not graduate, how many years college study?__

5.

Professional courses in religious education.
1 . Institutions in which courses were taken

---

2.

6.

----

Titles of courses
Year taken
Course
Year taken Course
a.
f ---------------b
c..

g ----------------h
__________________

d.

1 -----------------------

8

j ------------------

Religious Work .·
1. Church Preference
Membership
2. How long have you taught in Sunday Church__S_c_h_o_o_l_?
•
Yr.
. Grade Yr .
Grade ,
3 . .,...G-ra_d
__e_s_t_a_ug-ht 19
19> - - - - - - 19

------19------

19 ~-~---------
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Other years .
5.

Experiences in other lines of religious work .

6.

Organization of own class or classes .
1.
2.
3.

7.

Size of class
Age of pupils
Grouping, Mixed
Boys
Girls
Where held, private class room
At table
in large room
, rooms formed by
placing screens
In space with no
separating curtains or screens

Are the conditions in the school such as to induce good
order (well organized , well planned program, matters
of routine mechanized, etc . )
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

---

8.

A:re the physical conditions conducive to good order?
(Lighting, ventilation, space, etc . }
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

9.

State briefly the greatest weakness of your Sunday Schoo

10 . State briefly the greatest strength of your Sunday Schoo

in

the hands of the

teachers by the department principals.

· There were 17~

The questionnaires were placed

teachers in the nine schools, and of this number 70 teachers
responded by returning the questionnaire to the principal,
while 100 teachers did not report .

This was a very poor
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response on the whole, but some churches are to be commended on . their returns .

One church was 100% in returning

their questionnaires, including .the minister, Sunday church
school superintendent and teachers .

The returns from

• I

another school include questionnaires from the minister,
director of religious education, Sunday school superintendent and sixteen teachers .

~uestionnaires were returned

by six of the nine ministers and from five Sunday church
school superintendents and two directors of religious edu9ation.

One of the largest schools returned five, which

included the questionnaires of the minister, the Sunday
church school superintendent and three teachers .
From the seventy returned questionnaires, these compilations were made:
Table II
Sex and Age of Teachers in Sunday Church Schools .
A total of 68 teachers representing

schools

9

report on their .sex and ages, while 2 teachers do not report .
Ages of
Teachers
Below 18
18- 21
21- 25
26 - 30
31-35

Number
of Males
0

6-

2

8
9
6

1

36- 40
40-50
50-60
Over · 60
Total

Number of
Females

Total Males
and Females
6
10
10
8

2
2
2

4

6

7

9

15
4
0

1

14

1

3

0

0
57

11

68

The ages of the Sunday church school teachers range
from below· 18 to 60 years; from the 1rnriod of middle adoles-
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The teachers include

cence to the period of old age:

young men and women, who have not reached mental maturity
and are inexp.erienc~d, men and women who are in the best
years of life and men and women who soon will have traveled
beyond the zenith of their power.

It is significant that

42 per cent of th·e teachers employed a.re ·b etween the ages

of 26 and 40 years.

These men and women are old enough to

be mature mentally and to have had experience in public as
well as religious education.

They are men and women who

are not entirely fixed in their ways, but are, still open to
new ideas and methods.

Many of these teachers, _b ecause the3

have children of their own, are vitally interested in the
question of moral and religious education.
A.

comparison of percentages of male and female teachers

shows that 83 per cent of the teachers are female and 17 per ·
cent are male.

This small number of men teachers may be

due to the fact that some religious directors and superintendents feel that wo.men are better suited to teacher
children of the younger age.
Table III
The Academic Preparation and Occupations of the
Teachers in the Sunday Church School
A total of 64 teachers re·p ort on their occupation,
while 4 do not report~
A total of 68 teachevs report on their academic preparation, while 2 do not report •.
A.

Occupation of Teachers
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26
Housekeeper
co·1 1ege Student
8
5
High School .Student
6
Public , School Teacher
Persons engaged in clerical work 9
7
Persons engaged in business
occupations
l
1

Nurse

Ex-teacher
Expression teacher

B.

l

:1

64

Total

Academic Preparation of Teachers
Public School
68
High School
58
College or University
37
Graduate of College or University 8
Degree A.B.
7
Degree M.A.
1

c.

College or University Work.

One · year - Two Years - Three Years - Four Years - Total ·
9
16
5
7
37
The general education of the teachers found in the
Sunday church school ranges from teachers with less than a
high school education to teachers with college and graduate
education.

Teacher~ without ·complete high school education

were found to be in two groups, those who are still in ·
high school and those whose ages fell between the age range
of 40-60.
The occupation of 40 p~r cent of the teachers was
that of housekeeper or homemaker.

In the numb~r of years

of college education, more teachers were found having two
years and in nearly all instances these ·were found to be
the homemakers.
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Table IV.
Professional Courses in Religious Education Taken
by the Teachers in the Sll:llday Church Schools.
total of 70 teachers · ~eport as to the number of
professional courses taken.
Number of courses
None
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Twelve
Sixteen

Number of Teachers
30
8
5
4
8
·2
2
2
2

1
4
2

Total

70

The subjects taken covered a wide range of course
names.

They represented the fields of: administration,

organization, teaching methods and management, history and
study of Bible, missions, psychological studies, story
telling and training for service.

From the list of courses

the one designated as "Life of Christ" was the most frequently noted; out of fifty-two courses it appeared ten
times.
Of the institutions mentioned where courses were taken
the

ichit

Community Training School ranks first; church

classes, second; and ·denominational schools, third.
Practically all authorities and directors of religious
education are agreed that one of the first and most impor-
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tant qualifications of a teacher is that he be a church
member .

All o·f the seventy teachers wem members of a churc·l

and with few exceptions were members of the church in which
they were teaching .
Although few schools will definitely state that church
membership is a prime objective, they hope to develop the
desire and ability on the part of the child to participate
in the life and the work of some church .
The Sunday school teachers are devoting a portion of
the hour upon the topic of church membership for the childre1 .
· In some of the churches the results are very gratifying and
many children have been taken into the· membership of the
churches • .

In enlisting membership in this way, there is

no decided break in the religious life of the child and he
gradually continues to remain for the "Church Service".
The teachers of the Sunday church schools have very
little supervision other than the principal of their
department .

All the schools have workers' council or

teachers' meetings at stated -t imes.

A teacher has his

class for such a short period and there are usually such a
large number of classes, tha t1tis hardly possible for a
principal as a supervisor to be of great assistance to the
teacher.
. Table V.
The Teaching Experience of Instructors in the
Sunday Church Schools .
A total of 66 teachers report concerning their Sunday
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church school teaching experience; four do not report.
Experienc·e
Under·one year
One ·year
·
Two years
Three yea.rs
Four years
•
Five years
Six years
Eight years
Nine years
Ten years
Eleven years
Fourteen years
Fifteen years
Eight een years
Twenty years
Twenty-three years
Thirty years
Thirty-five years
Forty years

Number of
Teachers
13
5
6
3

10

4

1
4
3

1
3

l
1
4
2
5

1
2

l
l

The range of experience in teaching in the schools
varied from three weeks to forty years.

There are more

teachers found to be teaching their second and third years
in the present school than any other year. ,
In speaking of the standards of teachers, Dr. Coe says:
tt The church has a duty to establish standards for teachers;
it has a right to withhold the responsibilities of teaching
from those who a.re not qualified to discharge them. If it
fails to test its teachers, to insist upon their attaining
reasonable standards of preparation, efficiency and capabilities, it is recreant to •its trust to youth; it is as gu~ilty
as parents who have no care for the competency or the character of those to whom they commit their children. * * *
There is today no reason why any school should have to
depend on persons without preparation .
Furthermore Dr. Coe says concerning persons who have
been or who are now employed in general education, and
those teachers that have had a long term of experience in ·
religious education, are not always desirable.

He says:
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However, one might be teaching in public school and still
lack the preparation for church school work. * * * Some
of our poorest teachers are those who assume that their
mature years, or their general culture, or their social
position qualify them for teaching .
They must learn that
teaching in this field is not only better for, but that it
absolutely demands the development of certain skills that
come only by designed courses ~of training . 7
1

I

Table Vi .
The Greatest Strength and the Greatest Weakness
of the Sunday Church Schools as Given by the
Teachers .
A total -of 50 teachers report concerning the greatest
strength of the Sunday church school; 20 teachers did not
report .

Co~cerning the greatest strength; 52 teachers

reported; 18 did not report concerning the greatest weakness
Only the ten reasons appearing the most number of
times will be included in table VI .

A.

Greatest Strength of the Sunday Church School .

Trained Teaching Staff and Vlorkers
Trained and Devoted Leadership as Department heads
Devoted Sunday Church .School Superintendent
Fine Organization
Cooperation of Officers and Teachers
Cooperation of Children
Well organized .".program
Graded Lessons
Impressive Devotional Hour
Good Music
Several re~sons were given by many teachers.

9
9
4
7

7
2
3
2
3
2
Of the

other reasons for strength one teacher included: "An
excellent pastor who i~ interested in young people".
Another teacher wrote, "Plenty of' helpersn.
B.

Greatest Weakness of the Sunday Church School .
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Not sufficient space for class
Disturbed by late comers
Lack of separate ,c lass rooms
Meeting in basement .rooms
Worship period disturbed
Late in beginning
Inadequate time for lesson
Too much passing through department
Irregularity of pupils
Teachers tardy

20
5
8

10
5
5
5
3
2
2

The teadhers tn·: the various schools do not agree upon
their points of strength and weakness in their own schools.
One questionnaire gave as a weakness;"lack · of necessary
equipment; "the following one gave as the greatest strength;
"financially able to carry out any project started~ both
coming from the same church.
Following closely the weakness and strength of the
Sunday church school, the conditions of the schools will
be tabulated as given by the teachers.

In answer to

Numbers 7 and 8 found in the Questionnaire, 'which are here
repeated, the followi~g table (VII) was made.
7.

Are the conditions in the school such as to induce

good order (well organized, well planned program, matters of
routine mechanized, etc.)
Excellent

s.

Good

Fair

-

Poor

Are the physical conditions conducive to good

order (well organized, well planned program, matters of
'routine,. mechanized, etc.)
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor
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Table VII.
Ques~ion Number?.

A.

Church

Excellent

Good

3
3
3

A

B·
C

2
1

1
3

D

E
F

4
3
5
2
3

!K

G

H

I

B.

Fair

Poor

5
4

6

1

7

1

4
3

Question Number 8.

Church
A
B
C

Excellent

Good

3

5
4
3

D
E
F

3

G

v

H
I

1
5

r;z:

3
4
2
1
2

Fair

Poor

2

1

6

5

4
1

3

3

1

This wide range of variance in judging their school
can easily be accounted for in some schools; in others it
· cannot.

There are churches where the physical conditions

for one department are ideal and another department may be
housed i~ very crowded basement or anne~ rooms; teachers
that are accustomed to one department are quite likely to
judge the whole school by their own surroundings.

However,

there were differences noted in the reports from teachers
in the same department.

This may be accounted for in that

many of the teachers have worked in ·v arious schools and
they are more able to make comparisons and to judge than one
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who has · ·remained a long time in the same position.
The writer was quite favorably impressed by the
housing ~ecomodations for children in some of the schools
and was appalled at the conditions that were allowed to
exist in other schoois. ·'
One teacher gave as a weakness of her school "It
takes all the teacher's energy to talk above the noise" .
Her school was not alone in this respect even if other
teachers did not include this weakness .

One primary

department visited had in attendance 150 children and 18
teachers, all mee.ting in one annex room whose dimensions
were approximately 30 by 50 feet.
and 40 children were absent .

The day was very stormy

After the children were seatec

at their tables, the room was divided by placing screens
which fitted so closely to the . childrens' chairs that in
some instances the· chairs could not be moved .

The venti -

lation was deplorable and the children were very restless
and the teachers could hardly be heard at their own table .
In another school a group of primary children and teachers
were trying to be heard above the special .musical program
of the adult classes, which was being held directly over
the primary room.
Crowded conditions, poor lighting, and ventilation,
constant confusion caused by people passing through the
department, outside· noises and voices from adjoining rooms,
make the work of a truly fine teacher very difficult and
oftimes inferior .
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Table VIII.
Organization of Classes In The Sunday Church
Schools Qbserved.
A.

Size of classe~,

Number of Children
· in Classes

Number of Classes

*4-7

12
35
10

8 - 10
11- 13
14-15
18- 20

5
7

1

2?

Total

?O

* One class had four pupils and two other classes

had five pupils each.

B.

Meeting Place of Classes

Private class rooms
At large tables in room ·
Rooms formed by screens
No separating curtains or screens

20*
26
20
11

* The seeming inaccuracy in figures is due to the
fact that some over-lapping occurs because of including
some classes under more than one head .

-'

The number of children in a class ranges from four to
twenty-seven with the greater number having from eight to
ten pupils.

The number of children in a class depends

upon the meeting place of the class .

It is hardly possible

to handle a class of eighteen to twenty children in a room
where several classes are being held as the pupils and
teacher could not be heard.

Small classes are advisable

in schools where several meet in one room.

The writer ·
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sees no reason, however, Where private classrooms are provided,why the classes cannot be larger if teachers are
selected·who know their subject, can relate it in an interesting manner and are capable of maintaining .an atmosphere
conducive to work of good quality.
A private class room does not' insure a good quality
of work; in fact the most unusual cases of bad conduct were
found in private classrooms .

The poor conduct was not

caused by certain "ring leaders" , but usually included the
majority of class members .

There were cases

here one or

two children succeeded in causing an undue amount of
disturbance .

In one class , a bay knocked

chair over

three different times and told the teacher, a young woman,
that he was interested in football and didn't know as the
Pilgrims were such holy people .

In the end he was vic -

torious and football became the topic for discussion .

A

group of ten boys in the junior department were not at all
interested in hearing a lesson read from a "~uarterlyt' .
The teacher, a man, seemingly could not control the group
and the conduct became such that the .observer felt it best
to retire from the room so order could be restored .

In a

third grade class of twelve boys, taught by a lady of
middle age, who was emphasizing the fact that all should
become Christians, and they could do so by joining the
church, four boys were performing antics that really
interested the class .

The hero of the group was later

observed in Iunior Church .

He placed himself at the side
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of the room where he could ·be observed by his friends, but
he became so abso·rued in an interesting sermon that he
forgot his friends and his c_o nduct was admirable .

The

observer did not hunt out rooms of this nature, but in all
cases was shown to the room by the principal of the department .

In only two instances was ·v ery bad order observed

in a large room which served several classes .

In one case

it was necessary to substitute a new teacher for one class .
The priv te class room or the room that contains several
classes is not the cause of poor citizenship of children.

In every case the trouble was to be found in a teacher that
did not understand the psychology of children and did not
know how to create an interest or desire for the subject
which he .or she

as presenting .

CHAPTER VI
-weekday Church School
I.

Interpretation of the term ·veekday Church School.

The weekday church school is one of several units of
organization used today to expand the program of religious
education of the church school .

The following is a working

definition of the weekday church school .
The Weekday Church School:(l)
a.

Is a church school, an essential part of

the educational program of the· church and carried on under
the direction of a local church or churches of a community
associated together in a council of religious education.
b.

Is financed by the churches .

c.

Meets in church buildings wherever practicable

or in buil·dings that are rented ( 2 ) or owned by the weekday
church school board.

(1) In view of the fact that the weekday church school
is held .on "rel~ased time" which is taken from a five day
public school week, a more extensive survey was made.
A
greater range of data was available as the weekday church
school must meet certain regulations and standards, therefore more complete files of statistical material was to
be had.
{2) When space in church is not adequate to care
for the pupils. Owing to state re~ulations, school buildings cannot be used for that purpose.
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d.

Is carried on by a specially appointed

board or council which is responsible for appointing and
paying qualified teachers (3 )· and supervisors, for setting
up a prog~am of courses . ~nd activities , and for providing
the necessary place of meeting and equipment .
e.

Has no organic relationship with the public

school, but works in fullest cooperation with it .

Its

pupils are drawn from the public school by permission of
the public school board . ( 4 )
f.

Is conducted on ttrelea.sed time" or on ndis-

missed time 11 preferably, rather than on "free time" upon
suitable arrangement with the public school officials .
g.

(5)

Holds it sessions on the days whereon are

scheduled the program of the public school .
h.

Receives children from the public school

only on the written request of parents .
i.

Is not compulsory in the sense that pubaic

education is compulsory, but in case of those enrolled
regular and prompt attendance is expected .
(3) · Payment of tea chers is the responsibility of the
particular school .
{4) With the request of parents required for release
of pupils .

1

(5) "Released time" means that pupils are releas ed
from the public school at hours distributed throughout the
school day.
"Dismissed time" means that the public s c hool
or grade is dismissed entirely at certain periods , · usually
the closing period .
"Free time" means that the weekday
classes meet outside the hours of public school .
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II.

· Objectives of the Weekday Church School.

The weekday church school shares with the Sunday church
school, the vacation church school, and other educational
agencies of the church· the general aims and objectives of
religious education. · However, there are certain ·· a:ugmentati ve aims that differen~iate it, i.n a measure, from these
agencies.
They give its specific reasons for its existence
These are:
a. To .secure for religion its recognition as a
vital factor in the total experience of the child.
b. To provide a larger and more intimate opportunity for the church and the state to cooperate in furnishing the child with a complete education in harmony with the
principles of the separation of church and state.
c. To provide the additional time and frequency
necessary adequately to instruct, train and habituate
growing individuals in certain Christian living.
d. To provide a means of united approach by the
Protestant Christian forces6 to the problem of the religious !
education of unchurched children and young people .?
A

rich field of investigation lies in the fact that

there is a difference in opinion concerning the unified
program of the Sunday church school and the weekday church
school and in as much as it involves content, it is not
included or touched upon in this survey.

One thousand

twenty-nine (1029) children in the weekday ·church school
receive their only church training. through this school.
Of the three thousand four hundred thirty-seven (3437)
that are in. some Sunday church school, only thirty-three
per cent (33%) on the average are in both the weekday and
6 The org~nization of ·the Catholic church does not
provide or necessitate a need for a separate weekday unit
in that their schools are parochial and adequately care for
religious instruction.
7 International Standards in Religious Education .
Standard for the Weekday Church School, p. 6.
The International Council of Religious Education , 5 So. Wabash Ave .,

Chicago, Ill.
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Sunday church school of the same church .·

This fact makes

coordination of the weekday and Sunday church school curricu
lum material impossible .

~ntil the entire matter is

well- nigh·.worked out by coordinating denominational curricu• r

lum mat~rials through the International Council _o f Religious
Education , local coordination will of necessity go slowly.
III .

History ot the Weekday Church School in Wichita .

The movement for schools of Religious Education began ·
in Wichita in the fall of 1920 when a definite step was
taken toward the promotion of a cooperative program on a
city- wide basis .

The matter was presenteds to the Minister

ial Association and was discussed informally.
f"

After much consideration -and planning, committees were
elected and surveys ma~e, the matte~ was presented in the
form of a resolution -to the Jublic School Board of Education
In substance this resolution prov;Aed that schools of
religious education should be . controlled by an Interdenominational Board; that teachers should be able to qualify
for public school teaching; that there should be adequate
equipment, course of study, superv~sion and financial
resources to ensure se·r ious work; and that reports should
be made on request of the Superintendent of Public Schools.
It was agreed that the classes in religious education should
compare ' favorably with, the standards of teaching efficiency
in the public schools.

This was adopted by the Board .

8 Dr . Ross Sanderson, Executive Secretary of the
Council of Churches and Rev. Frederick Maier, pastor of one
of the local churches presented the matter .
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During the summer of 1923 , a plan of organization of
the school ~as evolved .

By agr eement with the Board of

E9-ucation of the Public Schools, one hour. a. week of public
school time is allowed the churches for religious instruc tion .

The state la · requires six hours a day of the boys

and girls , but the public school authorities generally
recognize the fact that religious education is an essential
to well- rounded development of a useful citizen .

The

churches are to provide· all necessary funds and are entirely
responsible for the maintenance of supervision .

In the fall of 1923, thirty- one schools were opened .
These schools were under the control of an Interdenomination
al Board of Rel:j.gious Education composed of seven members
elecfted by the Religious Commission .

Of the seven · candi-

dates elected the first year , the two receivi ng the highest
numbers of votes were declared elected for two years and .
the other five for one year .

Each cooperating denomination

in the Commission nominates annually one candidate for the
Board of Religious Education .

Of these nominees, the

Commission shall choose annually in ·J"une five who shall
9
constitute the Board of Religious Education.
The weekday church school in. comparison with the Sunday
church school is much the younger organization .

There have

been many perpiexing problems, many points of weakness, and
many plans for change and improvement since its_ organization.
9 Minutes of the Weekday Board of Religious Education,
source for material.
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In matters such as the curriculum, physical equipment,
training of teachers, financial administration, and other
matters we would not expect ·the weekday church school to be
on a par with the publ.ic school with its long history of
experience and record of achievement .
Teachers in the public schools who have spent years in
the educational movement, who have had contact with the best
psychological courses in methodology , who have had ideal
equipment and the proper stimuli needed for the conduct of
pupils, have had time in making their methods and results
of teaching such that would . be accepted by the leading
experts in the field of education today .

If they are

acceptable today, the teacher must be ready for the newer
method of tomorrow.
The teacher in the

eekd~y school faces the same pro-

blem as the public school teacher, only she has a much
smaller field from which to draw her training .

However,

they have realized that the proper time to direct and
modify an educational movement is at the beginning, while
the movement is still in a period of.flux rather than to
wait until it has been permanently formed .

Most of the

weekday church schools do not take as their standard the
low educational level of the Sunday church school, but are
trying to reach a higher level and maintain a high. standard
of educational work in their schools .

This was found to

be true in the seven schools observed.

In every case the
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weekday church school was far superior to their Sunday
church school .

·There are many reasons for this superior

rating . .. These reasons will be dealt with at length in the
following pages.
IV .

Organization and Administration of the Veekday
Church Schools .

I.

Types of Weekday Church Schools .

There are several methods employed in the organization
of weekday church schools , some of which are met with more
frequently than others .

These methods are classified into

"types" of which three seem to predominate .

They are :

Type 1 .

The Denominational or Individual Church

Type 2.

The Individual Church Cooperating Type .

Type 3 .

The Interdenominational or the Inter-

Type .

denominational Cooperating Type .
In determining the type of weekday church school which
shall be organized depends upon the several principles concerning the church or · the community.
All schools are responsible to the Weekday Com:(irunity
Board through their local board for standardization of
curriculum, qualifications of teachers, suitable equipment
and all matters pertaining to the standards of rightly
conducting a school .

The teachers and curriculum material

must be chosen from those recommended as acceptable by the
Comm.unity Weekday Board .
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The schools,. as organized here, do not exactly fit the
abovementioned types, but they could better be understood
by stating the "modified types" .
Type I.

School~ .t ha t are denomina t ional in teeiching,

but cooperate with the city board so far as standards for
teachers and workers are concerned.

They are responsible

to the Community Weekday Board for handling of pupils but
the curriculum is determined by the school .
Type II.
basis.

Schools that are on a non- denominational

These schools are fully cooperative .

In some

cases by single schools and in other cases a group of
schools in a community function in what they call a
"Coop era ti ve Cmmll.ll".'tltySchool" .
II .

Method of Distribution of Weekday Church
Schools .·

The Wichita weekday church schools have adopted the
zoning plan for their organization .

The Superintendent of

Public Schools presented a list of the public schools as he
wanted them zoned for religious education.
arranged in five. groups .

They were

Eaoh being assigned a ce·r tain

day of the week for their religious ~ducation .
Churches located in a certain zone will receive their
pupils from the public schools of that zone .

Under this

arrangement are found these groupings:
Monday:

Four churches receive children from six

public schools .
Tuesday:

Five churches receive children from four
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school s.
"':Vednesday :

~ight churches receive children from six

schools .
· Thursday :

Seven churches re ceive children- from six

school s.
Friday :

Two churches re c e i ve. chi ldren from three

schools .
The schools are conducted on released time .
school day has been divided· into four periods .

The
The childr e

are dismissed from the public school by grades as indicated :

*

9 a . m.

grades

4 and 5

11 a . m.

grade s

1 and 2

1 : 30 p.

3 p . m.

m.

grade
grade

3
6

With this manner of dismissal , the school can more
adequately care for 'the children attending and should be
able to furnish compe·t ent teachers for those attending .
With the schools arranged on this five day basis , it
is necessary to dismiss the schools once each six weeks to
make adjustment for teachers ~ meetings and uni form examina-

* nrt was unanimously voted to ask the Superintendent
of Schools that if Monday , Tuesday and fednesday can be
used for Weekday schools . That they be held on these three
days rather than on the five days as at present time . This
was done with the understa nding that there would be no
interruptions for the p eriodical public school dismissal ,
thus g iving the -church thirty-six consecutive weeks of work
for relig ious training . Due to the fact that there are no
teachers at present teachi ng more than three day.sin our
weekday system , it was felt that so far as immediate effi ciency is concerned, t h is puts us forward rather than back ward in our planning . "
Weekday Board of Religious Education, Minutes of :Meeting, March 19 , 1930 .
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tions held in the public schools.

This schedule, while

very. fine has its _ndraw backs" in that the grade meetings
are not held at any certain stated time and it makes it
very hard for those planning the content of the lessons.
This ras observed when one school visited had planned their
day's program upon a holiday theme .and the meeting was held
at a date that was not expected and the effect of the well
wo.rked out program was lost.

Another ins tanoe, when the

meetings were delayed, then the work which was planned was
in advance of where it should be.

These instances seem

quite trivial, but when there is just one lesson a week, it
should receive careful planning and the theme should be in
keeping with the time it is to be given .
For some reason, the notices did not reach the weekday
teachers in time that they could tell their pupils there
would be no weekday church school the next week.

This

works a decided hardship on the pupils that attend a
Monday morning class as they come direct to the church from
their homes.

If all those attending the weekday church

school were in the Sunday church school, they could be
informed there, but many of the children do not attend any
Sunday church service.
One of the greatest advantages of the zoning plan is
that it makes possible the interchanging of principals and
teachers.

Some · of the most efficient teachers and princi-

pals are found working in several churches.
here given:

Examples are
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Case A.

:Mrs. ·. X is a supervisor of religious edudation

on Friday fo~ four· .schools.

On Wednesday she acts as

principal·of one of the largest weekday schools and on
Monday is principal of another school.

In ad·di tion, she

is interested in Sunday church school and is principal of
a department.
B.

Mrs. Y is a supervisor on Thursday.

hours on Tuesday and three hours on Wednesday .

Teaches two
She is head

of a department in Sunday church school and taught in
vacation church school last summer.
C.

Mrs. Z supervises on Wednesday, acts as princ ipal

and teaches on Tuesday, is a head of a department in Sunday
church school and has had work in vacation church school.
This rotation of teachers and principals willsurely
make for advanced standing of more of the schools.

No

teacher will be content to be principal of a school whose
standards are· lower than the one in which she teaches.
same is true of supervision.

The

If the supervisor has a

school that ranks below the school in which she is principal
she will by constructive criticism and actual teaching help
to strengthen the school.
V.

Administration of the Weekday Church School.

All the wee~day church schools are under the control
10
of the Weekday Church School Board
which is composed of
seven elected members and two advisory members representing
the religious education departments of the two local univer10 The term Interdenominational Board of Religious
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sities .
Each school is under tl:le general direction of a board
council or ·~committee of religious education elected by the
church or chnrches . 11

This committee chooses the principal

and teachers that are to have charge of the school .
The Religious Education Director of The Wichita Council
of Churches is Executive Secretary of the Weekday Church
School Board.

He is responsible for professional suggestion

in reference to making courses of study , and for basic
ideas and help concerning the organization and administration of the weekday church schools .

He chooses, with the

consent of the Weekday Church School Board, the supervisor
of the schools and is responsible for the work that the
supervisors are doing .
The direct supervision of the schools is taken over by
five supervisors .

The supervisors have been assigned one

certain day of the week and are responsible for the weekday
churches held on t 'h a t day .

"By supervision :ts meant that

type of leadership which has for its purpose the enlargment
of educational opportunity for pupils through the impr,ovemen t of teaching procedure" . 12
The supervisors employed have had a wide range of
experience in the field of religious education .

They are

all interested workers in the Sunday church school .
are superintendent

Four ·

of departments, and one a teacher of a

11 In the cooperative sc oo s
for the school appoint a principal, who
for the organization and administration of the school .
12 International Standards in Religious Education,
o . cit .
• 2'7 .
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class of uhiversity students •.

Their experience as public

school teachers ranges from five to twelve years, experience
in weekday_ church school, from five to six years, with the
exception of one, who has had one year, and four have taught
in the vacation church school .
VI.

Teachers in the Weekday Church School .

A worker in the weekday church school should be
experienced in Christi~ living and in the task she undertakes.

She should not only have training but successful

experience .
The qualifications for a position as a teacher vary .
The teachers are classified as follows:
A.

Fully Approved:

High school graduates with two years of college
work plus reasonable evidence of knowledge of religious
instruction.
Reading lists, new courses being taken, and
reports of work being done are all taken into consideration.
B.

Tentatively Approved:

Teachers, who have taught successfully in the
system, who are hi gh school graduates or have the equivalent
and who are taking teacher training work in standard schools
Such teachers will be continued on the tentative
list as long as they teach acceptably and continue their
preparation . They will be fully approved when they have
completed the 16 unit Wi chita certificate, the other items
being satisfactory.
C.

Special Approval:

Is given in case of new teachers to the system
who lack the credentials for full approval.
Also this
approval is given. to teachers who .have taught successfully
in the system, but wbo lack a high school background. This
form of approval grants permission to teach only in a single
school.
It is given to assist the individual and the
school while fully approved standards are being striven for.
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Under this classification based on the twenty-three
weekday church schools for 1929-30, the teachers are
classified as follows:
A.

Fully approved:

68 (of these 68 there are 27

who have college degree~·J·•
B.

Tentatively approved :

c.

Special approval:

44 .

15

The seven weekday church schoo.l s surveyed employ
fifty-six teachers.
varies greatly.

The number of teachers in a school

The range is from two to thirty-four.

The

several reasons for this great variance in number are:
a.

Some of the smaller schools are cooperative with

other schools in the community and have divided the work,
one school meeting the classes in the first three grades,
and the other serving the remaining grades.
b.

Some schools do not admit the first and second

grades .
c.

Where the teachers are paid for their services,

the number is srraller and each teacher works more hours. 13
d.

The classes vary in the number of pupils enrolled.
The class range is from four 14 to thirty-five15 •
13 One weekday church school employs four teachers and
they each teach four hours a day. Another school has thirtyfour teachers, each teaching one hour a day without compensa
tion.
14 In one of the largest schools the classes vary from
four to fourteen pupils.
15 The Weekday Board of Religious Education , March 19,
1930, ruled that "The maximum number of pupils to .be allowed
in any class, after this year, shall be thirty pupils. All
members of the board had found that classes in some cases
were much too large for ef£icient work.
This also conforms with the New International Council Standard of Efficiency."
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A.

Status of 56 Teachers of Weekday Church School.

Fully approved, tentatively approved, and specially
approved teachers were found in the group of fifty-six
teachers.

. Of this number,, all were females.

It is

interesting to note that the reason .given for the female
teachers usually was that she is better suited for teaching
elementary grades than the male teacher.

In several of the

Sunday church schools visited, it was found that from
grades two to six inclusive, male teachers were desired for
the boys.

The reason given there was that men were better

fitted to teach boys and the interest of the child would be
greater.

There seems to be a contradiction in the objec-

tive for choosing teachers.
The primary
female teachers

reasons for this high percentage of
re that it seems to be less difficult for

women to find time for teaching in addition to their other
duties and responsibilities and there are naturally more
·f emale teachers that have had publio school teaching experience that are available for teaching in the weekday church
schools.
The following tables of information concerning the
fifty-six teachers wa_s compiled from "Teacher's Application
Blanksn, which are on file in the office of the Director of
Religious Education.
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TABLE IX

General Education of Teachers Employed in Seven
Weekday Church Schools.
A total of fifty-six teachers representing the seven
schools report concerning their general education.

There

are many duplications, some teachens having several types
of education, such as graduate, college, normal school and
high school.
General Education of Teachers

- Number of Teachers

Graduate education
College education (with degree)
Partial college education
Normal school training
Full four year high school course
Partial high school course

2

12
10
4
48
8

The general education of the teachers employed in the
weekday church schools ranges from teachers with less than
a high school education to those with gra-d uate education.
Out of the eight reporting npartial high school course"
four of these made . the notation that they had moved with
their parents to another state or community and no high
school was near for them to finish their high school work.
They later did normal work and did public school teaching.
Table x
Public Scho·o1 Experience of Teache.rs Employed
in Seven Weekday Church Schools.
A

total of 53 teachers, representing seven sch·o ols,

report concerning their .public school experience; three
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teachers did not report .

A.

Number of teachers with Public School experience .

Numbe~ of teachers with public school
experience
Number of teachers w.itnout public
s:c:hool experience
Total

B.
A

37

16

53

Years of Service in Public School work .
total of

37

out of the

37

teachers reporting

experience in public school work indicate their years of
experience .
Years of service

Number of teachers

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

---- --

~

---

10
12

3
9
8
2
3
3
2
3
0
2

•

1
1-

15

Total

37

Section A of Table X shows that 37 out of 56 teachers
or 66 per cent have had public schoo1 experience .
Section B ·of Table X shows that while 37 teachers have
had public school teaching experience, fifty- four report
.f rom 1 ta 3 years of experience .

The range of experience

was from kindergarten to college teaching.
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Table XI.
Position ·of Weekday Teachers in Sunday Church School .
total of

A

50

teachers out of

56

report concerning

their position in Sunday church school;

6

teachers do not

report .
Director of Elementary Division
Supt . of Young Peopl es Dept .
Supt . of Cradle Roil Dept.
Supt . of Primary Dept .
Supt . of Junior Dept .
Supt . of Intermediate Dept .
Assistant in Dept .
Teacher
Substitute teacher
Member of class
None
Total
A

total of

church school .

38

1
1
2

1
3
2

1

18
1

a.

12
50

teachers are actively engaged in Sunday

Out of this number 11 are in the ad.minis-

trative department of the Sunday church school .
I>'

Table XII.

Standard Training School Credits of Weekday Church
· School Teachers

A total of 51 teachers report as to Standard Trai~ing
School credits; 4 did not report .
Number of credits

Number of teachers.

()

25

1

3
4

3
5
6
?
8
9

10

1
2
3

1
2

4

6?

Tumber of credits

Number of teachers.

12
15
16
19

2

1
1
2

Table XII shows t~at

25

teachers have no Standard

Credi ts and only 3 teachers have completed the 16 credi-ts
which would entitle them to a Wichita certificate . 16 ·

Table XIII
Pra:tical Religious Education of Teachers in
Church Schools .

eekday

A total of 50 teachers report as to ~ractical Religious
Education; 6 teachers do not report .
Supervisor
Teacher in Community Training School
Committee on Curriculum
Social Work at Settlement House
Missionary in forei gn field
Supt . of Sunday Church School
Dept . Sup . in Sunday Church School
Christian Endeavor
Pres . of Hissionary Society
Teacher of Religious Institute
Teacher in Sunday /Church School
Girl Reserves
Girl Scouts
No training

1
3
1
1
1
4
10
3
1
1
14
1
2
13

There is a great variety of Practical Religious Education listed, as shown by Table XIII .

The Sunday Churoh

School has by far the greatest representation as it was
given in 28 instances.

It should be remembered that

16 Data on fi l e in office of Council of Churches conderning the number of 7ichita Certificates does not agree
with application blanks on file .
The registration records
shovr that 9 Vichi ta Certificates have been awarded . Six
teachers faile d to indicate the correct number of credits .
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duplications ocour in the · above table .

Some teachers

have had .a variety of experience in the field of religious
education and gave several . sources .
Table XIV .
Weekday Church School Experience of Teachers Employed .
A

total of 53 teachers report on their weekday church

school experience;~ teachers did not report .
Number of teachers

Years of service
0

7

1

9

2
3
4
5

5

10
6

7

6

9

Total

53

There are 7 teachers employed that had never taught

in the weekday church school .

It is interesting to note

that 14 teachers had been teaching less than two years and
9 teachers had taught six years or ,had been teaching in
the weekday church school since its beginning in this city .
Table XV .
Vacation Church School Experience of Teacher·s
in eekday Church School .
A total of 53 teachers report; 3 teachers did not
report .
Years of-Experience

Number of Teachers
22
10

0

1
2
3
4
5

6
5
·3

h

1
1

7

5

Total

'53'
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The vacation church ·s chool is an older religious
agency than the· weekday church school, but the number of
children attending is much smaller .

The .above table shows

that a smaller per cent of the· weekday church school teacher
• I

are interested in

a.ca tion church school than were found

to be interested in Sunday church school .
The followi ng is a copy of the blank from which the
above tabl es were compiled:
I

TEACEE'R'S Q,UALIFICATION BLANK

(The teacher will be notified when this has
been favorably passed upon by the Week Day
Churcn School Board}
192
--------Ad.d ress
Phone

Name

Of What church are you a member?

--------_
_________
__
.......,.

What position do you have in Sunday School?
Are

you a high school graduate?

Do you hold

a Teacher's

-------

----

Certificate involving at least

sixty hours credit in Normal Schoo,l or College?

----

Do you have a. college degree? - - - - - year e.onferred

How many years experience have you had in public school
teaching?

------ What

years

------

How much

experience in Week Day Church Schools
How much experience in Vacation Church Schools?-------What other practical experience ~n religious education_
Wha t professional training have you had in the . field of
~eligious education?~-------~---------------------Rave you Standard Training School credits?-----------------(If you have, list them on the back of this sheet)

?0

What re~igious or educational magazines do you read?

---

What religious or educational books have you read this
year?

_____

__..._

____________________

Do you plan to continue your tr~ining in the Community
Training School or other such schools?
How many days would you care to teach if paid?

------

This first year on ·the new basis may offer more opportunities to raisestandards in place~ than funds can be
found . to pay teachers . Could we count on you to gtve
time in addition to your other day or days, to sue _
work

---------

What district would you. prefer?
Ref'erences:

B.

Conclusions Drawn From Visitation of Teachers in

Weekday Church Schooi .
After having made the compilations concerning the
qualifications of the weekday church school teachers and
having spent time in observation of the worship period and
regular class work in each of the seven schools, there are
so-me conclusio,n s that can be drawn concerning the type of
teaching being done in the weekday church schools .
It is the judgment of the writer that the problem of

trained and experienced teachers is one of the most perplexing problems facing the weekday school .

Examples of

this were round in nearly all of the schools visited .
Several of these teachers are round on the 'fully approved
list .

From observation and quali'fication blanks, their
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general, education ranks high.

Several have college degrees

but have had no late courses in religious education, modern.
psychological methods of t ·eaching, or even teaching experience.

They do not understand the children of elementary

school age.

Their methods of teaching are foreign to

children and their selection of words are such that a child
of an average I. Q. could not get the meaning. of what they
were saying.
Teachers are very apt t .o think becaus'e they are
terribly interested and know all about a certain poem, song
or verse of scripture, that a child should b~ able to share
the same feeling of reverence even thoug~ he has not had the
large field of experience and understanding of the subject .
A few decided oases of this were noted .

The teacher should

be sufficiently yqung in spirit to appreciate the point of
view of her pupils and the work should be on a plane low
enough that i\ is understandable by children .
The teacher that is interested in the school enough
that she will devote two or more periods a week, either for
salary or free time, is a better teacher in most cases than

,

one who goes just for an hour, and does not even feel it
worth her time to remove her coat or hat .

The teacher that

te~ches more periods makes herself more a part of the school
and her pupils enter into the spirit of the work quicker
and with more interest.

When a teacher rushes into a

class room dressed for the "street" and rushes her way throu€h
the hour, and · ready to depart with the bell, the pupils are
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found e'!3.gerly doing the same thing .

The teacher often

wonders why the children are not more kea:ly interested in
her presentation and she frequently· complains of their
citizenship .

• I

In making tlie mid-semester ~eport, the Religious Educa tion Director says, "The chief difficul tie·s in schools have
been ocoasioned by untrained teachers .
much better than it was last year .

The situation is

There have been condi-

tions observed by the supervisors in two schools that cannot
be allowed to exist .

The present prospect is that a number

of teachers who have been allowed to teach this year will
not be able to qualify another year .
checked very carefully" • 19

This matter is being

The Re.ligious Education Director has carefully observed
the teachers of ~hom he has spoken .

If better trained

teachers were substituted for some that are now teaching,
the standard of the schools would be raised greatly .

There

are instances where teachers are using Sunday school methods
of instruction and discipline and the child coming from
public school recognizes this very quickly .
In mentioning the weak teachers, one should not lose
sight of the very fine work that is being done every week by
a group of excellent teachers .

There are classes in which

the work cannot be excelled in public school.

l? Dorsett, Melvin
Bulletin, ~an . 1930.

These cases

c. Weekday Religious Education

were not rare.

Two classes are mentioned at length that

were observed in different zones .
A·.

A 6A clm;s of twenty children, t elve girls and

eight boys ._
the day .

Sixth grade work is held the ·last period of

These c~ildren had all walked and raced from four

to twelve blocks to attend one hour of weekday church school.
There had been a funeral in the church at an earlier hour
and their class room had been disarranged .

The class

passed from a beautiful worship period to their section of
the auditorium .

The boys very quickly and with little

noise arrange·d the chairs at tables for the entire class .
This period was known as the "Expressional Periodn .
In one or two sentences the teacher, Miss B., outlined
the work for the twenty minute class period .

Some of the

children immediately began working on their unfinished map
and the remainder took up a mimiographed le~son sheet which
contained their lesson theme for the day .
The sheet was self-explanatory and arranged quite like
lesson sheets in public school, and the children were familiar enough with the form that added _instructions were not
necessary .

The lesson was really a "Character Education

Lesson" and it was based on material that touched the daily
contacts of the children.

The written work was finished

quickly and a .discussion followed .

Many startling state-

ments , in that they were so well thought out and fitted so
closely to their own problems, were made .
content would not be quickly forgotten .

The lesson
The Class was
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interrupted by _a n announcement made by the principal, but
since the cbi1a·ren were used to this in the public school ,
the work was not disturbed .
Miss B. then asked the children of both sections to
write their names on their paper and from these the attendance of the class was checked for the hour .

Miss B. went

to take charge of another group and JJlr.s .· A. came to present
the Bible story.

. It was presented in a very pleasing and

convincing way .

Discussion followed after which the child-

ren were allowed to dramatize the story.

The dramatization

was quite simple, but truly a product of the children, that
eagerly volunt eered to do it .
The play was finished .

A bell sounded, silence and

with bowed heads the children heard their teacher give a
prayer, in a few words, which was suitable for that day
and the children passed quietly out of the room , through
the hall and into the street .

Two boys remained .

They

picked up the papers and straightened the chairs and one
boy said, "Mrs A. I thought we were just getting started
when the bell rung", and by the clock they had been forty
minutes in the class room.
On another day, a very fine worship period was observed
in the same school .
reverent .

The children seemir:g.y were very

I~ was a service too when the children could

have easily been otherwise in that the worship_period was
completely in charge of a division of the 6B class .
B.

The personality and energy of a teacher goes much
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farther oftimes than her educational record .

An excellent

example of this was observed in a third grade class which
meets ·following the noon hour .

Two teachers Mrs . C. and

Mrs. D. were in charge of the forty children, however Mrs .
Chad the greater share of responsibility .

The children

came into the church very quietly and passed to their class
rooms.

Mrs . C's e-ducational qualifications are not nearly

as high as other t~achers observed .

She has one and one-

half years of college work and has never taught in secular
schools .

Her practical training in religious education

covers ten years

18

of teaching in the primary, junior and

young peoples ' departments in the Sunday church school .

In

addition she has taught in weekday church school for three
years acting -as principal of one coopera~ive school for two
years .

In profe~sional religious work she has her Standard

Training School and Wichita Certificate in Religious Education.

The preparation for the class hour was very complete .
While the theme of the lesson carried through the period,
it was so well planned that it did ·not become monotonous to
the children .

The four verses of scripture were in part

written on the board and the pupils found the verses in thei
Bibles and completed the passages.

On the lower part of

the blackboard was a very simple drawing (made of a few
18 Mrs c is one of the younger teachers .
would fall in the 25 to 30 year age range .

Her age

·
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lines) which illustrated the Bible verses .

The verses were

explained by the teacher and the children gave examples in
their community where they ·would apply.
then easily and qu~ckly learned.

The verses were

A dramatization was given

by one group and :tlien the second group repeated it with
improvements added .

The children then made a drawing simi-

lar and in some cases better than the one from which they
were copying .

They made note of the Bible reference o-iL the

same page .
The simplest drawings encourage all children to try to
express themselves.

Many kn.ow they can make a better illus-

tration than the one they are copying and for those who do
not sketch well, it encourages them in trying to copy the
few expressional lines that are placed before them.
In another ro_om, Mrs. D was supposed to be presenting

the same lesson but she had substituted another because she
had not prepared the lesson for the day .

The children had

spent the class period copying scripture verses in their
notebooks from the blackboard.

These verses were not con-

nected to the theme that had been chosen for the day .
The two classes assembled for their devotional period
and the chosen theme for the day was further developed in
song and story.

Mrs . Chad charge of the period and the

children that .came from her class group were intensely
interested in the service, but some of the other group,
sinoe they had not had foundation work for the subject, were
not interested.

Their behavior was not good.

This

?7

example of poor citizenship from the one group was entirely
the fault ,of their teacher .

She had not given the lesson

which would prepare the children for the devotional period
and the impressiveness of the service was lost .

Mrs .

c

realized the situation and gradually changed to a subject
that was not foreign to those who were disturbing .
was not conscious of what was taking place .

Mrs . D

From her

facial expression, which indicated joy and satisfaction, one
could say that she was intensely interested and enjoyed t o
the fullest measure the service which was being conducted by
·Mrs . C.

VII .

Enrollment, Attendance and Elimination

of :~ pils in Weekday Church Schools.
An attempt w~s made to secure data on the enrollment

of pupils in both the weekday church school and in the
public school~ .

Incomplete data made this impossible .

In interviewing the principals of the .seven schools
surveyed, they were unanimous in the following statements
conc.erning attendance .

That the attendance is large in

the fall , grows smaller during December and January and
reaches its peak in April .

Change of address and epidemics

cont-r ol the attendance of the public schools and the weekday
church schools are subject to the same controls .
One cooperative weekday church school had· as their
peak in attendance for the first -semester (1929) 630 pupils .·
This schools is so located that it draws from a community
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which h~s a "floa~ i ng population•1 • ·

In the second six

week period of the semester, there were fifty- seven new
pupils and twenty withdrawals .

Of this 630 enrolled, 220

are not enrolled in any Sunday church school .
The following paragraphs

.concerning attendance and

enrollment in the Wichita weekday church school were taken
from a study-1 9 based on the · twenty-three schools that were
willing to make a careful study of their situation and
represents an enrollment of 4 , 566 children .

I.

Comparison of the Weekday and Publi c School
Attendance .

The December 1929 enrollment in the Wichita ,eekday
Church Schools was 5,221 .
December enrollment in the
elementary grades of the public schools 14 , 089 .
Number
in public school grades represented in the twenty-three
weekday church schools' studies was 9 , 398 .
Of these
grades 47% are in the weekday church schools .

II .

Compa~ison of the Weekday and Sunday Church
Schools .

The churches represented in these twenty~three s chools
have 2,806 elementary children in their Sunday church
schools .
When compared with the 4,566 children in their
weekday church school, the weekday church school is shown
to be 1 . 63 larger than the Sunday enrollment .
Of the 4,566 children in the weekday church school
3 , 437 are in some Sunday church school . This means that
1 , 029 are receiving th~br only school training through the
weekday church school .
The attendance of the seven weekday ·church schools
surveyed :ror the week of March 3 - 8, 1930 was 1,592.
The abov~ statistics clearly show why some churches
have been forced to close their weekday church_ schools .
19
Report .
20

Dorsett, Melvin c.
Dec . 1929 .
Dorsett, Melvin C.

~eekday Religious Education
Ibid .
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The cons ti tuenc.Y is by no means all members of the church
or even prospec·ti ve members .

In fact many of the children

reached by the weekday church schools are members of sister
churches who do not have weekday church schools .
children come fro

Many

homes which are not represented in any

church .
The weekday church school is doing a great

ork in the

missionary field w~ere it is caring for 1 , 029 children that
are not in any church school other than the weekday church
school .

One school visited has an enrollment of 400 child-

ren of which 286 do not attend any other church service .
Another school has among their pupils five children from
one family, the oldest 13 years, the youngest six years,
that had never been inside a church for any occasion until
they started to weekday church school in October 1929 .
have always lived in

ichita.

membership in a local church.

They

The father has a church
He gives as his reason for

not sending his children, that he cannot afford to clothe
the children in such a manner that they would be suitably
dressed for Sunday church school .

· The children are quite

happy and comfortable when they go from school with the
other children to weekday church school and enjoy the work
ve-gy much .
The weekday church school will certainly lessen
sectarianism and make for cooperation between the churches .
In a class of twenty-five, there were children from the
ethodist
.

' United Brethern, Friends, Latter Day Saints,
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Nazarene, Baptist, Christian, and Presbyterian faiths.
One child said she was a member of the Presbyterian church,
but attended the Methodist. church on Sunday and went to
weekday school in the Friends church.
In another cl ss of twenty-six children, there were
six that did not attend Sunday church school, and only eight
of the class who were members of the Sunday church school

.

where the weekday school was being held.

The remaining

children represented four different congregations.

VIII.

The Conduct of Pupils in the Weekday
Church Schools.

The high standard of discipline maintained generally
in the public school is having an effect on the discipline
in the weekday church school, which in turn is ippreciably
elevating the discipline in the Sunday school. 2
The ideas of standards of discipline are changing so
rapidly with the . present wave of "Character Education" which
is challenging the thought of all groups of people who are
interested in the welfare of children, that the range of
what is considered good conduct of pupils has a much wider
field than heretofore .
The old idea of "military discipline" is fast disappear
ing in the public school, but there are striking examples
of it to be found in some public school rooms today.

Disci-

pline for many.public school teachers is a minor problem
and not much time is given to it .

Their methods of super-

21 Lotz, Philip Henry. Current Weekday Religious
Education, p . 337.
The Abingdon Press, New York.
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vising childrenand their approach · to the lesson are such
that the pupils are interested and the discipline prob.lem
is thus taken care of .
Some weekday church school teachers are incl·ined to

.

be less strict and exacting in m~tters of discipline than
public school teachers .

This is due in part to the fact

that many weekday teachers feel that public school disciplin
is too formal and rigid.

If they can care for the children

and maintain a good or superior scho·o l, they are justified
in this opinion.
Public school training and experience are undoubtedly
valuable assets to the teacher employed in the we,ekday
church school .

The outstanding advantage of public school

training and experience from the standpoint of teachers and
supervisors is the. ability as a disciplinarian .

Better

instruction,. better teaching methods, better lesson presentation, and better school spirit naturally mean a higher
standard of discipline .

That all teachers with pubiic

school experience invariably secure and maintain a higher
type of discipline is unsound .

Classes were visited being

taught by teachers without public school experience, which
were superior from the standpoint of discipline to classes
ta~ght by teachers with this experience.
Various conditions enter into the discipline problem:
a.

Conditions under which classes are conducted .

b.

The teachers natural ability as a disciplinarian.

c.

The classes themselves (size, grading, attitude,etc
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Public school teachers often lack professional training and experience in religious education and these very
valuable assets for maintaining interest as well as discipline.

In the grea~er number of cases, however, the

most successful teacher in the w~ekday church school is one
who has had public school training and experience in
addition to professional training and experience in religioun
education .
Poor discipline is often due to the conditions under
which the school is conducted .

Often the physical condi-

tions such as lighting, temperature , ventilation , seat i ng ,
and fatigue are responsible for poor discipline .

Then too ,

general conditions such as the planning of the program, ·
mechanizing routine, ~nd employing proper incentives are
neglected to the extent of making good discipline almost
impossible .
The churches were not built for school rooms .

Too

often the space used for Sunday church school is crowded
basement rooms, very poorly lighted, not adequately
ventilated, scantily equipped, and over crowded .

It is in

these rooms that many weekday church schools are being held .
The church schools are trying to bring their work up to the
standard but their housing facilities a~e not adequate .
The weekday church school teacher has many problems
that the public school teacher does not have .

It isoften

necessary to move the class to another part of the building
whenever there are soc±al functions, (church dinners and
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parties) city and state elections, funerals and entertainments .

The change of class room and meeting place for

worship period lessens the. childrens ' immediate interest
in the lesson and valuable time is lost in ·the adjustment
of pupils to thei.r • surroundings .
With very few exceptions in the seven schools visited ,
the conduct of the pupils was very fine and in several
schools superior .

When a hundred third grade children

climb a flight of wooden stairs and pass to their chairs
which were very closely placed with ease and quiet and are
ready for their worship program, there is evidence that a
desirable attitude· has been created on the part of the
children .

In all classes visited, one could tell that proper
respect for God ' s house had been taught .

Sever al time s

mention was made of the manner in which children should
conduct themselves when in a church .

It is a hard t ask

to teach children to enter a church on a weekday quietly
when on Sunday they are often permitted to rac_e in , pl aying
tag and not noticed by their mothers or fathers , who are
busily engaged talking to friends .

Instances were observed

of children that came into weekday church school in an
orderly way and these same children in Sunday church school
have in enteri~ the church bumped into small children and
older people, and have upset chairs and misbeha_ved during
the whole of a devotional assembly .
Most weekday church school teachers feel that it is
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their duty to see that the weekday pupils are thoughtful
of one another and that their conduct is orderly.

Many

times the Sunday church school teacher stands by and sees
things which she would like very much to correct , but since
the child is with

a parent

or parents, the teacher can do

naught but remain silent .

The citizenship of the children

in all the weekday church schools visited rated above that
of the Sunday churcb school .
A few instances were noted where the children became
restless in their- worship period .

In nearly all cases

the ~eacher in charge did not realize that she was talking
-to little children, that the theme was too advanced and
was given in a powerless manner .
An instance was noted where the children were lined

up to march into the pews, and remained standing through
a prayec, two songs and the scripture lesson which was
read from a blackboard .

These second grade children had

been st~nding fifteen minutes .

When seated they were

asked to "please give attention" to a s_tory, which was not
interesting and just a very few children appeared to be
hearing ~hat was be~ng said.

Their behavior was the

direct result of poor t'eaching methods .
The discfpline is made harder for the teacher in the
weekday church·school, as it· is in the public school, by
having over age children in the group .

A fourteen year

old boy cannot be expected to be interested and react in
the same way and want to do the same activities that a
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group of ten and eleven year old children are interested
in doing .

Until some provision is made for the average

boy or ·girl by the public school , this condition is being
cared for by the teac.h ers as best they can .
old boy was found . in one

fA

his right was ten years old.

class.

A sixteen year

The little girl on

In the same school , there

was a thirteen year old girl in a third grade class .

In

another class, a fourteen year old boy was in the sixth grad
weekday class for the third term and his attitude was such
that day that a well planned , suitable, and interesting
lesson was disturbed by his presence .
The discipline is more easily taken ca~e of in that
there is a "carry over" from the public school and the
weekday work is taken more seriously than Sunday church
school .

Their step is vigorous, their faces are happy ,

and their voices a mixed chorus which is easily silenced
and they are ready to begin their work .

When religious

directors learn what is meant by a life-centered curriculum and that first of all it has to do with life, not books,
and that it is interested primarily in establishing attitude
habits, skills, ideals, and loyalties, then the discipline
problem will be given little thought .

J

CHAPTER VII
The Vacation Church School
. Beginning as an agency :for the education of underprivileged children and :for offering them a safe place
during the summer days, the educational values of the
Vacation Church School have come to be more fully recognized
Many of the ideas of the various types of schools have been
incorporated into the present Vacat ion Church School, which
is an agency for religious education that strives to :make
use of all the child's experiences in developing his Christian character..
These schools use the experiences that
are inherent in working together , in playing together , in
studying together , and in worshiping t£gether , in an attempt
to help the pupil live as a Christ~an .
As one of the several units of organization which furth r
the program of religious education, the vacation church
school has rapidly .a dvanced from the stage of missionary
welfare work for the idle childre·n found upon the streets
of larger cities, to a distinct unit of religious education
program of the church.
Many people think that a part, a.t least, of the vacation time should be used for education .

A small minority

of school children are enrolled in summer school.

It is

possible for some to spend the summer on city playgrounds,
in camps, in traveling and vacation resorts, but there are
those who need to be given opportunity to find happy and
wholesome employment instead of being idle.
The church has become interested in the . leisure hours
1 .&rmentrout, J.S. Administering The Vacation Church
School, p. 20. · The Westminister Press, Philadelphia, 1928.
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of the child and has adopted the vacation church school to
care for . the children without directed employment for
leisure.time.

I.

Objectives of Vacation Church School .

Certain general principles, which grow out of the
needs of the child himself, are clear with reference to the
program of the va.ce. tion school.
First, this is- a vacation
school and must therefore be somewhat different from the
regular school of the work- time year .
Second , the fourfold nature of the child must be ministered to:
1. The physicai, in its health, cleanliness, purity
and general well- being;
2 . The mental, in its requirement for interesting
fact, discovery, thought, learning;
3 . The social, with its comradeship, service, recreation , fun;
4 . The spiritual, with its growth in religious lmowledge and understanding, its training in worship , its
carrying instruction over into character through expressiona
activities and practical projects of helpfulness and cooperation.
All four of these should be represented in the
curriculum of the vacation church school . 2
The program of the vacation church school is organized
as a unit seeking to accomplish the obje.cti ves as set up
by Dr . Betts .

The program elements are not to be isolated

one from the other, rather each enters into the whole and
together they develop the character of the individual .

As

the main objective is the development of character, the
elements of the program consist of :
a.

Worship .

The program of worship has a large

part to play in the religious development of the boys and
girls.

The wo~ship period may be made a formal part of

the program, but there are many opportunities for informal
worship .
· 2. Betts, . Geo . Herbert .
The New Program of Religious
Education, p . 95 .
Abingdon Press, 1921 .
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b.

Instruction.

The instruction of whatever type

it may be must be given opportunity for using past
eX]2erieri.ces to help the pupils in their adj,ustment to
present day living. . .This instruction may be made to
include Bible stor,i es, missionary stories , folk lore, memory
work, hymns and literature .
c.

Other Cooperative Activities .

Here will be found

the varied activitie? of the vacation church school .

Drama- ·

tization of stories, pageants, play and handwork- all of thes
are valuable in the development of the character of those
participating . ·
II.

Organization and Administration of the
Vacation Church School .

The vacation church school has had a part in the
religious education movement of Wichita for a period of
seven years.

It was organized under the Wichita Sunday

School Association .
Records and statistics are not available for the earlie
years of the organization.

When the merger of the Sunday

School Association into the educational department of the
Council of Religious Education was made·, February 23, 1927,
the vacation church school became a part of the Council .
Records concerning the school since 1927 are available in
the office of the Council .
The Commi tte,e or Board of Religious Education of each
church are officially responsible for the school .

Its

inclusive duty is to establish and finance the school. This

-------------------·

------·-------.,..._.;---'
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is true whether the school is to be conducted by a single
church or by two·or more churches cooperating .
The more important duties of the board are employing
the principal and teachers,
providing buildings and equip.
.

ment, and preparing •budgets and raising funds for the
finances of the school .
The director of religious education quite often serves
as principal of the school .

His chief responsibilities are

supervision of teache+s, making out the daily program schedule, purchasing supplies and keeping the records for the
school .
The Board of Religious Education , the principal and
the teachers usually plan the curriculum of the school which
is presented to the Religious Education Director of The
Wichita Council of Churches for approval .
The length of the school term is left to the individual
church.

In the vacation schools held in the summer of

the term varied from two to four weeks .

1929 ,

Most of the schools

are in session for five days a \Veek for a period of two
hours and a half each morning .
The grading is as essential in the work of the vacation
church school as in the· work of any other agency .

The pupils

are grouped into four departments; Kindergarten, Primary,
junior and Intermediate.

In this way provision is made for

children from four to fourteen years of age .
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III.

The Status of Vacation Church Schools
· for the Su~er of 1929 ,in Wichita .

A. · Enrollment in the Vacation Church Schools .
There were eight va,c ation church schools conducted in
Wichita in 1929 .
churches .

These schools ~ep~esented ten Protestant

Seven were individual schools and one was coopera

Table Number XVI shows data coneerning the vacation

tive .

church school .
Table XVI
.* vacation Church Schools 1929

0
0 Paid 0Volunteer~Length of
O
Departments
Church OEnrollment 0Teachers ~ Teachers 0School Term 0Together - Separ atel y
0
.0
~
0 4 weeks
O Jr & Int together
~--:t_ 0
195
0 10 0 0
0 3 hrs.per dayQ Primary Separate
r

~

II O

~

TV 0
~
V 0

1

8

71

0
0

0
f

4

G

2

3

~
~

138
95

~

0
0

VII0

0

VIII

0
0
Totals 0

0
0
~
~

9

0~
0

0
VI

0 4 weeks

0

0

IIIQ

0

133

69

160

0
·0
~

10

0

4

G

0

0
0
0

4

0 epidemic

0

4

3

0 4 weeks

0

~2f hrs.per

dayO Separ ately

OAll

O 3 hrs.per dayO Separateli
~
~

0

41

~

2 weeks
O Jr. & Int. together
3 hrs .per day O Kind. & Primary
0
0 together
03 weeks
O All
~

O

~

966

0
0
0

19

O

D

78

0

OAll
hrs.per dayO Separately
O 3 weeks
O Kindergarten and
0 3 hrs.per dayQ Primary together
0 3 weeks
J r. & Int. together
02i hrs.per day0 Kindergarten &Prima y
~ Closed early O 11
0 because of O Separately

03

40

0

0

Data recorded taken from materiel r~lative · tothe
Vacation Church Schools compiled by the Council of Churches .
•
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Religious education is not only a function of the
church , but is its chief function . 3
.

If the first task of the church is to give Christian
education to its children , the churches of this city are,
neglecting one very fine opportunity.

There are listed

with the Council of Churches sixty- seven churches , and
several mission stations are not included in the file .
From this list of s~xty-seven churches , just ten congregations include in their program of religious education a
vacation church school .
Some of the local churches give as their reason f or
not maintaining a weekday church school that they are not
able to finance a school that will meet the standards
required by the Weekday Board of Religious Education .

The

standards for the yacation church school are optional wi th
the board of religious education of the loca l church .
A great n~ber of ministers and religious workers are
not satisfied with the work of the Sunday church s chool .
They criticize it for attempting to cover too much mat er i al
in a one hour period and there is not enough time for the
class lesson .
The vacation church school is an agency that could
relieve the Sunday church school load and should be support e
by the church that is really interested in religious educa- ·
tion .
3 McGiffert , Arthur C. A Teaching Church . J"ournal
of Religious Education XXII, p . 3- 9
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These schools are desirable and should be sponsored for
several reasons:
a.

It is conducted during the vaca~ion time .

The

difficulty with the o'ther agencies of the church is that
they must compete for the interest ·of the child with so many
other interesting things .

These interests are at a minimum

in vacation time so the vacation church school bas access
to the interests of the child .
b.

It has a long term of consecutive days .

The Sunday

church school and the weekday church school teachers know
something of the discouragements one has to face with an
This is overdome in the vacation

hour a week session.
church school .

Here the pupils meet five days out of the

week for a period of from two to four weeks .

Thus the

teachers have a term of from ten to twenty days in .which
cumulative learning is made possible by their consecutive
periods .

This makes possible to carry on the social enter4

·priseswhich Dr . Betts says are essential in the Christian
training for youth .
c·.

It has a special advantage· in the long daily session

The approach to the pupil can be varied and there need be
no feeling of undue haste in completing a particular problem
d.

It has a large field from which to choose its

teachers.

Public school teachers are sometimes available .

College students returning ·to the home town for the vacation
4

Be~ts, Geo. Herbert.

op . cit . p . 95
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period may be called upon .

Successful Sunday school

teachers may be willing to teac,h in the gacation school .
Teachers that have been employed in the weekday church schoo:
are interested and are oftentimes glad of an opportunity to
teach in the vacation school .

Ministers sometimes find

it possible to devote a few hours a week to the work of the
school, since many of the extra religious and e ducational.
projects are scheduled for winter calendar and they are more
free from official duties in the vacation time .
, If some of the churches are neglecting this opportunity
for sponsoring a term of uninterrupted religious instruct i on
at a time when conditions are favorable , the adult membershiI
of the churches which have vacation ohuroh schools are even
more negligent about the religious education of their children .

This is clearly
shown in Table XVII •
.
Even if the task of the church is to provi de Christian

education for its children , they surely cannot be exp ec ted
to present an educational program unless the church constituency is interested in sending their children to receive this
instruction.
A table showing the comparison of the enrollment in
the three church schools of six of the churches is included
here .
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Table XVI.
Comparison of Attendance of Vacation, Sunday and
Weekday. hurch Schools of Six Churches

~ Enrollment of

I

Enrollment of

Primary and
0 Kindergarten,
0 Priijla.ry, Junior 0 Junior Dept&.
0 and Intermediate 0 (First six

0 apartments in

0 Vacation Church
Church a School

~

0

I

a

195

i0

II

0

133

III

0
0

I

71

~
~

0
0

~
0

138

0
0

V

0

95

0
0

VI

0

0
Totals

0
0

0

160
802

681

~

IV

~

grades) in
Sunday Church
School

1

89

~ First Six

0 Grades in
0 Weekday
0 Church
~ School

0
0

i

563

D

173

180

0
0

194

286

0

398

140

0

360

0

11262

0

0 Enrollment of

1

Based on Attendance Report for June, 1929

2

Based on

3

Based on Attendance Report for irch, 1930

I

0
0

198

0

277

0

1803 3

0

0

ttendance Report for November, 1929
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The basis _for comparison of the three schools differ .
The vacation church school includes children from the
four previously mentioned departments and only the total

.

school enrollment was available for these schools .

There

were enrolled in every vacation church school children in
the kindergarten and intermediate departments .

Even with

this added enrollment, only in one instance (Church No . II)
was there a greater number enrolled in the vacation church ·
school than is found enrolled in the Sunday church school .
Most of the schools show a very much smaller number enrolled .
Several reasons are offered for this difference .

They are

chiefly that:
a.

Children are employed in gainful occupations during
the vacation period .

b.

Children are "out of the city" for the summer .

c.

Children devote their extra time to esthetic
interests .

d.

Parents are not in sympathy with the school .
They feel that :
(1)

Children should be entirely free from school
duties in vacation period .

(2)

Schools are not adequately equipped and do
not have teachers with high qualifications .

e.

:Many parents ~re not familiar with the objectives
of the school.

Many of the objections offered could be easily removed

.

.
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by educational propaganda by the church.

The schools are

criticized for poor equipment, unqualif1ed teachers, and
ill arrangements of curriculum materials and yet the same
equipment, many of the same teachers, and some of the curric lum content are u.sed every Sunday and no censure Is heard
concerning them .
B.

The Physical Equipment of the Vacation Church Schoo .

The physical equipment of the vacation church school
should be in harmony with their objectives and programs .
"The church building of today is not a single-unit structure
providing merely for preaching and worship, but a three-unit
building, providing for the three fold functioning of the
church organization , namely, (1) for preaching and worship ,
(2) for fellowship and recreation, and (3~ for religious
education which also includes worship . tr

4 '

The same class rooms are used for both Sunday church
school and vacfation church school.
school the numbers are smaller .

In the vacation church
There are no crowded

conditions and ventilation can more easily be taken care of.
It is indeed unfortunate that many churches have built
basements for the childrens' class rooms as the lighting
is never the best and the air circulation is often very bad.
It is well at this place to speak of some of the rooms
used by the schools and the conditions under whi ch the
children and teacher worked .
It is necessaryto have the
4 Betts, Geo . Herbert . The Curriculum of Religious
Education, _=
P ·--3 _2_0 _. ________~~--·~----~----~~----~~-----...!
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class r(?oms located in a group so that the school may be
kept in close relationship_ and especially so when the .
departmental plan is · used.·

If these rooms are in close

·-

relationship as to •location, they should be separated by
sound proof walls'.

Without sou:rid. proof we.lls and doors,

there is bound to be confusion.

It would be better to

shorten the class period, and take a little more time in
passing from a room more distant than to have your class
period constantly disturbed .
This was especially true of one primary group visited .
The departmental, twenty-five minut e plan was being-used .
One class was having a missionary lesson which included a
short worship period .
was in session .

In the next room a hand work class

The worship period of the one class was

filled with inst~uctions and quest ions on how to make a
certain piece of handwork .

In turn visiting the handwork

class, I found that the children were not participating
enthusiastically, did not manifest a real interest in their
work because they were restrained, in that the teacher was
constantly reminding them to be more quiet so they would not
disturb the missionary class .

She spoke to them saying

that they must help one another and that to help the people
in the next room they must be very quiet .

She also spoke

of helping one· another in their handwork . ·

If anyone had

finished then help his neighbor.

You do not keep perfectly

quiet when you offer your assistance to a neighbor and
a-specially is this true of a four, five or six year old
___________________________________

__.;·
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child .
The piece of handwork, a Japanese lantern , that was to
be used in a missionary project was quite effective and very
well made for that . age group when finished .·

The teacher

was active, a_lert, kindly, directed and kept her hands off
their work , but I can't help but feel that if their room
had been a little farther distant from any other class both
the teacher and th~ children would have contributed a more
hearty and enthusiastic interest in their work .

The arrange-

ment of these rooms made it very hard for a teacher to
present her work in the most capable manner .
An example of a well arranged grouping of class rooms

was obserged where the rooms were not adjoining but so
grouped that passing of pupils was very easily accomplished .
and the teachers and pupils we·re enjoying a very natural
freedom in their work .

The, work here was quite exceptional

in enthusiasm, interest , courtesy, lack of restraint, comprehension of what they were doing and proper attitude and
respeot<f the church .

In Tralle and Merrill ' s, "Building for Religious
Education", p . 38, is found the following: "The class will
be saved from many interruptions if there is a small
visui.ization, clear glass pane in the classroom door .

This

should be about four and a half feet above the floor .

Such

provision will allow the superintendent and visitors to
observe the class without distracting the attention of the
pupilstt .

The writer does not criticize that which is new
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in church construction , . but merely mentions the reaction
witnessed in regard to the arrangement of one room visited .
In th~s room the blackboard , teacher ' s desk and teacher was
in the front of the room.

In the back of the room was a

group of windows, in the right s~de of the room, near the
front and closely associated with the blackboard, was a
door having one of the above mentioned visulization panes
opening into the corridor, and the children were seated
facing the blackboard and teacher, as we would expect to
find them .

The observer was seated in the rear of the

room with the children .

The class period was being devoted

to References of Scripture that had been learned .

The

observer was conscious of a sudden lack of interest on the
part of the pupils, and immediately looked toward the door
and there saw the face peering into the room.

,

children were looking at that same face .

All the

Then they turned

their heads and looked at the visitor and then back to the
door .

The face disappeared .

The teacher retraced her

line of thought and proceeded with her work .

In the course

of a few minutes another incident, like the one just mentioned, took place .

The reaction of this method of observation

simply killed the value of that slDrt recitation period for
the children, it placed the teacher in a very hard position
to maintain interest of the children in the class discussion ,
and it made the observer feel that she was being watched
with suspicion .

This would not have happened had the man

stepped into the room.

He would have gotten that for whicr
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he was looking -and the children would not have had the least
interest in his stepp i ng in and would not have been curious
as to what he w{!nted .

If the visualiz~tion pane is rieces~

sary and is to be used~ the arrangement of the room should
be such that the children are no~ seated ·r acing it .

C.

The Curriculum of the Vacation Church Schools .

To discover the principles underlying the curriculum
and the elements that entered into the curriculum for the
various vacation church schools was not attempted .

Each

school had a central theme or idea and was trying to have
all the work in a way related to that theme .

It is not

possible , nor desirable , to present the programs that were
followed in each school .

It is sufficient to say that the

following subjects were offered with variations by the
several schools :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

Processional
Devotional or Worship Peri od
Music - songs, their meaning and beauty
Memory work - Bible references
Bible study or Bible mechanics
Missionary projects
Handcraft or handwork classes
Assembly programs
Dramatization and pageantry
Recreation .

In all schools the children had a supervised pl ay
6
. period from 8 : 45 to 9 : OO .
At a gi_ven signal they forme d
in lines 7before the door they were to enter .
In one school
church yells
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and their aims for the day.

In all schools they entered

accompanied by piano music and in some schools they sang
as they entered .

They were always led by the flag bearers

of the Christian and t~e Nation's flag.
The devotional perio'ds were ca,rried on very much the
same .

Flag salutes both Christian and National , songs,

prayers and some main topic or event .

This special feature

was sometimes given 1- by the minister, principal , head of a
department or departments and consisted of missionary story,
Bible story , Scripture reading , or prayer service .
This part of the program cannot be passed by without
relating several interesting instances , that were witnessed
during this period :
Case A.

The prayer for the worship service was given

by the primary department .

The leader of the department

talked for a little while to her group of children and then
"lead" them inAprayer .

A

prayer so simple that the very

youngest could understand , a prayer that was devoid of
"Thee's" and"Thou's" , words foreign to children , a prayer
given in such a way that the entire group assembled was
interested and when she had finished six or seven of the
children gave beautiful prayers in their own childish
l anguage.

Then the leader ended the prayer service with

a sentence prayer.

Dr . Hartshorne gives in his principles

in "Worship in the Sunday Schools" this principle; nrt
should afford training in worship by giving the children an
oppor~unity to participate in a service which they can
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understand and appreciate". 8
this splendid training.
the limitations of

a

Surely this leader was giving

Too many adults cannot conceive

child '·s vocabulary and the smallness

of their field of e~~r~ence.
Case B.

The aevotional period was conducted by the

minister of the church .

Not from his elevated place upon

the platform, but among them, calling on first this one then

.

that one, in such a manner that all the children were
intensely interested ~n what was taking place.

He was

making truly worth while approaches and :rriendship with the
future members· of his congregation .
In some schools the music period was a part of the
devotional period.
Their aim varied.

In others it was a separate period .
It should be recognized that the worship

service is not a place to drill in hymn- singing.
period should be supplied for this drill .

A music

Whenever the

emphasis is put on the mechanics the attention is removed
from worship and fellowship with God .
Two music periods were visited • .

The one teacher in

a primary department probably had not had the later music
methods that ar e used in public school music .

The method

of presentation of the work was a little advanced for the
group , but even with this the childrens' attitude and
interest were r.emarkable , even though the musical result
was not so good.

On another day the writer was fortunate

in seeing this same teacher conduct the singing in the
8

Hartshorne, Hugh.

·for ship in the Sunday Schools .
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in the G~neral Assembly of the school ; her presentation of
the songs and the results obtained with the children in
singing were very successful .
The other music period visited was composed of theentire school with the exception of the kindergarten .
age range was too great .

The

The younger children trie·d to

find the songs in the book but were unable to do so and the
older children were in congenial groups that were not conducive for good singing .

The songs were beautiful .

Some

of the children were enjoying and learning them, but they
were in the minority . . The teacher had spoken of discipline
earlier in the day, saying that discipline was not a problem
and that she enjoyed that part of the work so much better
than she did public school.

Discipline may ·not be an aim

or a problem i n the vacation church school, but apparent
attitude toward the teacher, respect for others ' rights
and the pupils manifestation of a real interest in their wor

are problems of any school, whereever held and should be
met squarely and responsibility taken for them.
Memory work of Bible verses was given in all the schools .
As a drill, and a catechetical device, the results were fine
in most schools, but in memor ization there-should be an
analysis of the thought , content first .

It must be admitted

that the literary gems of the· Bible contain much fine material but it is also true that much of it bears little relation
to the problems or needs of middle childhood .

It is feared

that memorization appears to be governed by the needs of the
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.child .

Different methods were used for the accomplishing

of results for this work.

The presentation of this work

with reference to easy learning and successful teaching
leaves much to be desired .

In one case a group of children

in the primary-junioT department had worked all the term on
their assigned memory work and had not learned a single
complete passage of scripture .

In this case the teacher

was givin g her very best but she did not know the helpful
devices for study and instruction .
This problem of memory work was worked so successfully
in one school that the work which was laid out for' the term
of three weeks was completed by the majority of the children
in the first week .

In another school under the direction

of a well qualified teacher who was using "up to the minute"
de,vices, the work was going over with gr~a:t success .

In

this same class was some very good notebook work being done
in connection with their work .
The handcraft classes were doing very good work .
idea of sharing was being carried out there .

T~e

The children

.were to make something for some child, either hospital,
home or settlement work , something for mother or father and
something for theirself in nearly all the,schools .

One

school in particular had a very fine program outlined for
that work.
a.

Fo~lowing is their plan .

The intermediate boys were making all the sceneny

and stage setting necessary for a Missionary play that was
to be given on the night of their closing day.
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For their handwork they were making airplanes.
b.

Intermediate and Junior girls were making fifty

pot holders to be sold at five cents a piece.

Each girl

also made two tea towels, one to be kept and one to be sold
for ten cents.

The money was to be spent for two silk flagf~

for the church, a Christian and a National flag.
c.

The primary children were making a match scratcher

for their mother.

.(This special scratcher taught one of

the finest lessons on fire prevention that could be presented.)
d.

A combined project was being carried out by the

three departments for the twenty-five nshut-ins" in the
neighborhood of the church .

The primary department was

collecting strawberry boxes and covering them with crepe
paper, and braiding crepe paper handles on them .

The

junior and intermediate girls were going to make small cakes
that would fit the boxes .
the church kitchen.

These cakes were to be made in

The kindergarten children were to

furnish garden flowers that were to be used in decora~ing
the baskets .
The assistant, principal had charge of this work.

On

the day visited, she was taking all the boys' handwork down
to her garage where they were to work, in order that they
would not disturb the ladies of the church who were going
to prepare for a "Brotherhood Banquet" that day.One minister was directing and working with the boys
in their handcraft class.

He was making more immediate
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approaches and really vital contacts with those boys tban
he could ·in all the sermons that he would be able to give
them.

.Simply making toy airplanes, but the little lad

that addressed him in this way, ''Good :Mr .
you'll have to help . me again" or the older boy who was
assisting when he said, "Mr . ~ - - - ' if you would do it
this way I am sure it would be more easily glued", are not
going to forget their handwork class or their director who
lead the devotional exercises that morning.
nA rapidly developing field in the religious education

work is that of pageantry and dramatics .

It calls for

highly specialized knowledge on the means of religious
training .

It is rich in its possibilities . *** This is

desirable wherever it can be done; but the work must be
unified with the plans for play and work , as well as with
.

the whole scheme of teaching and worship . "

9

There were instances when the necessary materials for
the lesson were. not at hand .

In one Bible geography class

where maps were being made, there was one pair of scissors
for twenty children.

The excuse for this condition was

that another class was using the scissors .
school the same was true about paste .

One tube was being

One group of children were short

used by twenty children.
six chairs.

In another

The janitor had forgotten to replace them

after the Sunday service .

Three children were sitting on

two chairs trying to use scissors, paste and paper in a
9

Cope, Henry F.

Organizing the Church School, p. 92
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handwork class .

They were reminded to "share.'1 with each

other .
There were cases found.where the work was hindered
because of' inadequate .equipment , but in nearly every instanco
if the administrator and teachers had planned their work
for the day more carefully, t~ese could have been avoided .
In general, however, most schools were handling the problem
of supplies very nic~ly and as an outcome some really fine
work was being acco,mplished .
Dramatization should be always something that will
help to center ·the thinking rather than to distract it .

It

should be that which will help to realize the lesson in an
understandable form.

Probably worship is never more real

than it is at times in the development of some pageant or
when the pageant is being produced for the school .

A fine

example of this was witnessed in an all school assembly.
It was a dramatization of "Daniel in the Lion's Den" .

The

manner in which it was presented , the language in which it
was spoken, and the costumes that were used were so very
simple and so very effective that the story will long b.e
remembered as a whole, and not in certain parts that called
special attention to themselves by being done poorly or
overdone .

The interest with which the children observed

this play was shown by their gradually leaning forward in
their seats and stillness which pervaded the room.
teacher ras not in evidence.

The

There did not seem to be any

directing from an outside source, it appeared to come
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naturally from the children .
A. dramatizat·ion class was visited in another school,

where confusion seemed to be. ~he prime motive .
of t h e children was not good.
to teach small child en .

The behavior

The teacher was not fitted,

The effect of the teacher's·

personality upon the order of the room was apt to bring
about the desire tod~omething contrary .
D.

The Teachers of the Vacation Church School .

The church, through the Education Board, is responsible
for the iork of teaching .

The board has the duty to see

that teachers are capable of teaching and that this teaching
cooperates with the program of religious training .

This

task is quite difficult for a board that is not familiar witl
teaching .

They cannot choose teachers unless there is a

standard by which to select them .
The teachers in the vacation church school are not
classified as to qualifications .
Teachers of religion need the same scientific and
sympathetic knowledge of children as do public school
teachers . ****Consecration to the rork on the part of
teachers is essential, but even when supported by high.grade native ability it cannot take the place of intelligent
social outlook and scientific information . lo
/lliile there are no stipulated qualifications for a
position in the vacation church school , many of the teachers
employed have t~e very best qualifications and rank high
among religious teachers of youth in Wichita .
10 Stout, J"ohn Elbert . Organization and Administration
of Religious Education, p . 160 . The Abingdon Press , New

York, 1922 .
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Forty- five of these teachers were observed in actual
class work .

Many of these were teaching ,in the Sunday chur< h

school a~d the weekday church school .

From Table XVIII

can be seen their status in religious teaching .
• I

* Table

XVIII.

Position o,f Forty- five Vacation Church School Teachers
in the Sunday Church School and Weekday Church School
Position of Teacher

Number of Teachers

Department head in Sunday church school
Teacher in Sunday church school
Principal of weekday chureh school
Teacher in weekday church scbool
Minister or _Educational Director of
church
·
Supervisor of weekday religious education
·
Not teaching in either scbool

10
19
5

26
2

4
2

* There is naturally overlapping in this table .
Some teachers are working in two or more schools .
The teaching corps of the vacation church school are
familiar with the religious education that is being offered
the children of Wichita .

There are instances where the

principals of the vacation church schools hold this same
position in 'one or more weekday church schools, are supervisors of weekday church schools and are at the head of a
department. in the Sunday church schools .
Nineteen out of the twenty-six vacation church school
teachers that are teaching in the we,ekday church schools
are on the "Fully Approvedtt list of weekday teachers .
Inexperience, is also noted as five of the teachers
out of the forty- five were college or high school students .
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The ability and resourcefulness of the teachers were
shown in the general citizenship of the children .
of poor discipline were very rare .

Instances

While there was a great

amount of freedom given the children, there was no unnecessary noise and confusion present .

The school discipline

was quite ·comparable with that found in public schools .
Most of the children seemingly were very happy and thoroughl
enjoying their work; .
moralize are the same .

"To socialize, to citizenize ani to
Societies and democracies of the

future will be safe and wholesome if the thoughts , sympathies and activities of children are socially re- centered . "

11 Iowa Plan of Character Education, p . 1
Character Education Institution, Chevy Chase, Washington,
D.C . , 1922 .

1
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CHAPTER VIII .

Evaluation of· sunday, Weekday and Vacation Church
Schools as given by Ministers, Directors o~ Religious
Education, and Sunday Church School Superintendents .

In making a survey of the religious educational facil ities offered to, the children of Wichita, there should be
no better informed persons in matters rel.a ti ve to the
several churches surveyed than the ministers and their
assistants in the educational depar~ment , the director of
~eligious education and the Sunday church school superintendent .
As the result of a questionnaire sent to these leaders

in the field of ~eligious education, valuable information
was obtained . · The findings are summarized here . 1
I.

Evaluation (Statement of the present status rather
than the expression of wished for attainments)
1.

Points of greatest eakness .
a. Sunday Church School
Lack of adequate room and equipment (7}
Lack of definite goals (2}
.
Inefficient officers and teachers (2)
Lack of trained teachers (3)
Too brief period for work undertaken (2)'
Irregularity of attendance (2)
Inefficient leadership from a standpoint
of mental and spiritual qualifications (2}
Trained and c.onsecra ted leadership.
Make too much like regular church

1 The items were tabulated from the returned questionnaires of (6) ministers, (3) directors of religious educatio
and (4) Sunday church school superintendents .
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service.
Difficulty in finding trained teachers
Too much time given to announcements
and non-essentials . .
b.

Weekday Church School

Poor teaching. Need better trained teachers.{b)
La.ck of prop er equipment {5)
Inadequate courses of study {3)
Lack of interest on the part of too mamiy
parents (4)
Lack of suitable class rooms {2)
Classes too large
Not nough attention paid to the homes of
enrolled children
fot enough time
Too frequent need of substitute teachers
Presence of child who comes to be out of
public school
Failure to tie up work definitely with church
c.

Vacation Church School.

Should be longer term (only 3 weeks) (2)
Untrained teachers (2}
Lack of complete equipment
Lack of teachers that are able to give time
Some place to go where Mother ~ill not have
to think about the child
Leadership
Degenerates into idea of having the school
for a good time
Too little Biblical teaching
2.

Points of greatest strength
a. Sunday Church School
A training department for teachers (2)
Efficient teachers (2}
Contacts with some excellent teachers
Sabbath observance
Contacts that are made with parents
A spiritual purpose in training
Well organized
Regular attendance of children
· Interest shown by children
Generous supply of lesson materi_als
Loyal teachers.
Cooperation existing between Superintendent
and teachers
Willing and consecrated workers
Contact with Christian personalities
Limited number of teachers who are qualified
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b.

Weekday Church School

Outreach into comn1unity (reaching unbhurched (4'
Sincere teachers (3)
All trained teachers (2) ,
Regularity of attendance, promptness (2)
Defini t.e control
School atmosphere and attitude
Ming1ing of children from various churches
Cooperation of public school teachers and
parents
It ties up public schools to interests of
Christian religion
Real Bible study
Coope~ation between churcnes
Somewhat of a feeder for Sunday school
c.

Vacation Church School

Consecutive hours of instruction (4)
Great number of hours child is available for
instruction (3)
Eagerness of the children to attend (2)
Demonstration or projects possible in
religious teaching (2)
Gives Bible instruction to many children not
in Sunday school
Memorizing Scripture
Takes advantage o.f an opportune period in youth
Interest of children

II.

What are your plans for change, improvements, etc?
1. · Sunday Church School

New Educational building (4)
Better equipment {4)
Making greater use of extensive training schooJ
More teachers (2)
Greater care in the selection of teacbers (2)
Evangelism. Winning more children to church(~ )
Enlargement and improving of building
Universal teacher training
All members of Sunday church school in church
Better teachers
A larger enrollment
·Better lesson material
Better correlation of work
Church parlors for young people
Enlisting young pe·o ple to take the teacher
training classes
2.

Weekday Church School
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New educational building (4}
Better equipment (2}
Better course of study and lesson material (2)
To i nterest more parents in the school (2}
Te a ch ers with special training for this type
of work (2)
·
Ra ising standards of school
Correlation of work
Regularity of sessions
3 . Vacation 6hurch School
New educational building

(3)

Better courses
More interested teachers
More efficient teachers
Raising standards of the school
Teachers that are able to serve entire period

III.

General (Impressions at large)
1.

Does the Weekday church school raise the
educational standards of the Sunday church
school?
"Yes". (3)

(Kl IH1) (Fl)

"Yes . It directs the attention of teachers
to i mportance of their own educational
advancement and their weekly preparation .
Causes comparison of methods used with
those of public schools . " (H2)

"I think it does .

I know it helps also
in problems of discipline in the Sunday
school . " . (El)

"Yes.
ith the help of the public school
and the weekday church school teachers
this is possible . "
{Bl)
"Yes. There is however danger of neglecting
the spiritual purpose of the school by
placing too much emphasis on the technical .
Training is necessary but must
be accompanied with spiritual conceptions . "
(Dl)
"Yes, when properly conducted."
"Certainly. "
'1

(I2)

(F2)

Yes, because we have the though~s and ideas
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. of leaders in·other denominations." (C3)
"Yes, I think so . "
"It does . "

(E2}

(B3)

"Only 25% of our weekday pupils are in our
Sunday school .
Of course it should .ff (H3)
"Yes . Demands more·highly trained teachers
and in the end will aid in the training
of teachers who as children passed 'through
weekday church schools . "
(D3)
2.

Shou~d the program during the period of
worship in the Sunday Church School be
informal, (present needs of the child} or
ritualistic (expression of the church . policy)?
"To worship the program must be informal ,
so that the child can understand; otherwise
it would be a ritual or form . " (B3)
"Should be informal and varied . Should
appeal to the needs and worship instincts
of the child and ·be fitted to the age of
the pupil. n (Dl)
.
"The chi.ldren like the ritualistic . "
"Informal . "

(H3)

(Hl) (El}

"There is ample opportunity to use both. n (E2)
"Informal. Becoming more so all the time
although the ultimate objective is not
overlooked . " {C3}
"A combination of both . "

(F2)

"The former would seem better. tt

(

I2)

"Yes, the more informal the more practical.
Ritualism is impractical .
A_ program
revealing j.oy, simplicity and beauty . " {Dl)
. "Should be impressive and meaningful . "

{Kl)

"Somewhat lest it become mere fo-rmality
with no spiritual meaning." (Bl)
"Should be informal and varied. n

( 2)

(D3)
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ttWe seek self-expression on the part of
pupils; but aim to create an atmos phere
of worship by carefully planned periods . "
(H2)

·

.

"It should be varied but certainly should
be .formal enough to challenge reverence
and teach churchly attitudes if the
organization continues 'Sunday Church
School' . " (Fl) ·
3.

Does the Weekday Church School lessen
sectarianism and make for cooperation
between the churches?
"Sectarianism does not enter into our pro gram. We plan for welfare of pupils
without regard for church affiliation .
Does not change attitude but provides
an opportunity to cooperate with other
churches in a definite project . n (H2)
"Yes . "

(Fl) (A3) (Hl} (E1}

"Yes , in that itdeals with those things
in which we all agree more or less . n (Bl)
"C.o operative schools do so . "

(F2)

"Yes, decidedly so .
By associating with
leaders of other denominations we find
they might be as nearly right as we are .
Consequently we are more broad minded . "
(C3)

"I do not see how it would influence sectarianism very much .
It does tend toward
cooperation between many churches . " (D3)
"Most dee idedly. n
"Perhaps. tt

(E2) ( Dl)

(Ia.)

"Yes, so far as I have observed." (I2)

4.· Has the Sunday Church School contributed to
the standards of the adolescent adult in
that it is a means of expressing their own
religious experiences?
"Yes." (F2) (Kl) {Hl)

"I think so . "

{E2)
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"Some of them have; too many have not." (I2}
"Yes, butthere is need for better adult
prograrns~n (F2}
·
nyes, -very much . "

.
"It has . "

(Bl)

(B3)

"Yes, teachers seek and aid pupils to express
and to solve their own religious problems . "
(H2)

"It has made a contribution but not as
adequate a one as it should make." (El}
"Yes.
I should say so . To be leaders of
youth it has been necessary for the adult
to prepare himself more fully . " (C3)
"Yes, to a very large degree. It has led
youth into a rich full personal experience
and developed the church consciousness . "

(Dl)

·

"To a certain extent .
There is not usually
the opportunity for such expression that
.is opened in othe~ departments of church
life .
An occasional teacher who depends
almost solely upon -the lecture method
still further lessens such expression on
the part of the scholars . " (D3)

..

CHAPTER IX
Conclusion·

The predominant function of the church is to get
Christian motives ipto the ascendency in the growing power
of children and youth.

The search for the best methods . so

that these motives may function presents the problem that
is receiving attention from the workers in the field of·
religious education for children in this city.

The aim of

instruction is not to impose truth, but to promote growth .
Because of the rapidly changing situations in which people
find themselves, religion and morals are more difficult to
teach than are regular school subjects and the method of
approach -must be different .

The "far sighted" minister

who can visualize the future congregation of his church is
intensely interested in religious education for the youth
of the church .

He is quite aware · of the fact that the

method of presentation of religious content is in constant
change; recognizing these changes, he is working for better
physical equipment as a foundation for the promotion of
spiritual goaLs in religious education .
There appears to be no doubt in the minds-of the
ministers, or religious educational directors, and of
teqchers of the church schools of Wichita, that mere Biblical
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knowledge or information will not function in the lives
of the pupils .

There were instances noted where classes

were strictly Bible- centered, but the standard which leaders
in the field of religious education are working toward is
one in which the objecti es as well as the programs are
consistently pupll centered .
One of the objectives of the study was to determine by
means of a survey of a limited number of church schools the
present facilities for religious education offered the children of elementary school age .
The parochial schools adequately provide for religious
instruction in the curriculum by giving it a place on the
daily schedule of activities.

Throughout the daily program

whenever occasion arises where the work can be related to
religion it is done.

The conditions and physical equipment

governing the religious and secular work a~e identical and
it is not necessary for the child to readjust himself for .
the presentation of his religious education as the work is
carried on in very much the same manner .

It is the opinion

of educators in the parochial field that religion as taught
in their schools does contribute to the standards of the
youth and is affording a vocabulary of religious experience .
The chief units in the educational program as carried
on in the non- parochial schools are the Sunday church school ,
the weekday church school and the vacation church school.
The Sunday church school is the oldest .of the three units
and for many years carried the whole responsibility of the
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religious education of children.

The earlier Sunday church

schools were typically Sunday Bible classes and fitted into
the churches as they were constructed then.

Their programs

did not al~ays fit the interests of children.
The greatest fault to be found with the Sunday church
schools observed was the lack of adequate space for the
children attending.
schools.

This is a serious problem in some

Rooms were found that were undesirable, crowded,

poorly lighted and improperly ventilated.

The churches

are faced with the problem of caring for the great increase
in enrollment which has taken place since the churches were
built. .
Closely connected with the large enrollment is another
grave problem.

This is the problem of obtaining administra.:..

· tive officers and ·teachers that have desirable combinations
of personal and professional qualifications enabling them
to take the work with sufficient seriousnews to make adequate ·prepara tion for it.

The minister and administrative

officers gave as weakne·s ses in the Sunday church school,
npoor teachingn, "Lack of good teachersn, "Can 't get Sunday
{_

church school teachers", "Teachers are not interested in
their work", etc.
The teacher problem could be helped somewhat by having
larger classes with teachers capable of handling a large
number of pupils.

If these ·t eachers are not to be. found

in the constituency of the church, the Sunday church school
board could employ the same method as is used in the church
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choir.

lhenever the talent is not sufficient for the

rendition of musical numbers, people from sources outside
the church membership are employed to supplement the choir .
If tle payment qf salary helps to secure good teachers,
and the

riter bel eves it does, then every effort should

be made to provide for reasonable compensation for a few
well qualified teachers to help carry onthe work of religious education in ~he Sunday church schools .
The worship period of the Sunday church school was
generally found to be the most successful part of the program .

The children usually were enthusiastic and respon-

sive .

In some instances the children had entire charge of

the period .

Especially noteworthy r e sponse was found in

the prayer service which usually consisted of short sentence
prayers given in the childts language , but given in an
intensely devotional spirit .
The weekday church schools hav
brief period of years .

been in session for a

Their plan of organization excels

that of the Sunday church schools .

Generally speaking, the

weekday church school is superior to the Sunday church schoo:.
in its program , physical equipment , grading of pup i ls,
qualifications of teachers, regularity and punctuality of
attendance and conduct of pupils .
Occasional cases were noted where the class work was
not satisfactory , but· generally the educational atmosphere
was very good and fine work was being done .

The devotional..

or worship period of the weekday church school is quite
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comparable to that of the Sunday church school .
The .vacation church school is an agency that should be
I

supported by the church .

·These schools are desirable and

should be sponsored because
they are conducted during vaoa ,
tion time; because ' they give a long term of consecutive
days ; because of the long daily session; and because there
is a large field from which to choose the teachers .

The

vacation church sch9ol seeks to ~evelop the Christian character of the pupil.

It is not responsible for carrying the

whole program of religious education .

It is responsible

for making use of its opportunities; two of which are the
time at which it is conducted and the program which it uses.
In conclusion the following suggestions, in the interest of the religious education movement for the child of
elementary school .a ge, .are made:

.

1.

In as much as a vacation church school offers as

many hours in four weeks as a Sunday church school does in
a year, th~ constituency of the churches should demand
standard vacation church schools and cooperate with the
churches by enrolling their children in these schools .
2.

If the Sunday church schools continue to enroll

children in an already crowded school, adequate housing
should be made for this increase; and directors and teachers
that have desi-rable combinations of personal and professional ·
qualifications be selected for presenting the program of
religious education to these children .
3.

That much can be accomplished for the youth by

I
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adhering to a program that is child-centered .
4.

That educational leaders should remember in working

with children that none mus·t wdrk patiently and steadfastly,
but above all one must µot be depressed if the progress .is
It is well to watch for and.to cherish even the
smallest gains . »1

slow .

1

William C. Bagley, op . cit . , p . 13 .
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